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       LOCAL LEGEND TO NATIONAL HERO Rashford has week to rememeber... @MM_newsonline www.mancunianmatters.co.uk STAND OFF! Region’s leaders refuse to bow to pressure from Gov’t as tier 3 looms for Greater Manchester By Gemma Bradley the government are legally able and willing to enforce Tier Three across the North if support cannot be achieved. In an interview with BBC News, Hancock asked Northern leaders to Unrest and anger is still growing within Greater Manchester set aside party politics. and throughout the North at increasing claims that placing He added: “This is a time for people to come together so we can these areas into Tier Three without sufficient financial help control this virus.” from Government would not only leave thousands in poverty, But this statement does little to inspire unity with Westminster from but also would not substantially stop the spread of Northern Leaders, many of whom are criticising the Government for Coronavirus. confusing the nation by releasing key information to the media, With conversations between Northern Leaders and the Government before announcing it officially or even telling Northern MP’s. consistently being described as ‘furious’, these tensions clearly The initial leak to the press regarding Greater Manchester being came to the forefront in Mayor of Greater Manchester Andy placed into Tier Three was on the evening of Thursday last week, Burnham’s, statement yesterday afternoon. with still no clarity on the situation from the Government as of now. He said: “That was our conclusion from the No10 meeting this This morning, it has been reported that Lancashire have come to an morning: they are willing to sacrifice jobs and businesses here to try agreement with Government, to be placed into the Tier Three and save them elsewhere. category, without any clear indication of increased financial support. “Greater Manchester, the Liverpool City-Region and Lancashire are Included in this agreement are Blackpool, Blackburn and being set up as the canaries in the coalmine for an experimental Fleetwood, meaning pubs and restaurants will close across these regional lockdown strategy as an attempt to prevent the expense of areas as they succumb to the highest level of restrictions. what is truly needed.” In an interview this morning regarding Greater Manchester, Prime “We aren’t going to be pushed around any more.” Minister Boris Johnson said: “We do need to see action. He also stated that he has been told by Chief Medical Advisor “I would much rather not impose things, I’d much rather that we Professor Jonathan Van-Tam, that this Tier Three action would not were able to work out something together with local authorities, with bring the cases of infection down. the Mayor in Manchester, but it’s up to local leaders to show the Sir Richard Leese, Manchester City Council Leader said: "Tier 3 - kind of leadership that we have seen in Liverpool, in Lancashire, being asked to do something that even the government's own and in London.” advisors say are unlikely to work, increased restrictions with In his statement to the nation today at 4pm, the Prime Minister inadequate support - feels like the worst of all worlds." reiterated that an agreement has still not been reached with Greater The most recent statement from the Northern Leaders issued this Manchester, and stated that he will enforce the measures if morning states clearly that the northern Mayors of Greater necessary. Manchester, Liverpool City Region and North Tyne are united in He said: “I urge the Mayor to reconsider and engage constructively. their demand for an 80 percent furlough scheme before they will “Of course, if agreement cannot be reached, I will need to accept the Tier Three status. intervene.” It says: “This is a fight for what is right.” It seems that this row between The North and Westminster will Andy Burnham has also threatened legal action action on the continue until a final decision is made, and quite possibly continue grounds of discrimination against the government, but Health long after. Secretary Matt Hancock has stated very clearly this morning that What would tier 3 mean for residents of Greater Manchester? By Ted Stirzaker Businesses and venues have been instructed to remain closed place, and that their local economy would suffer. between 10pm and 5am, and to ensure those meeting on the premis- Reportedly, the government’s Joint Biosecurity Team’s Gold Command The PM’s new system places various areas of the country in es adhere to social distancing guidelines and do not mix households is considering Manchester, as well as much of the North East and either medium, high, or very high, with Manchester falling into or support bubbles. North West, large sections of Yorkshire, the Midlands and London in tier the high category. People can still attend places of worship, as long as people do not 3 - very high alert, although no final decision has been made. Northern leaders had previously criticised the government for lack of mingle with others from outside of their support bubble or house- Andy Burnham has said he is ‘considering legal action’ if the govern- clarity regarding restrictions in the north. hold, while weddings and funerals can still take place, but are limited ment chose to go ahead with the tier 3 lockdown. Manchester has been placed in ‘tier 2’ of the system, meaning pubs, restaurants and takeaways will stay open, but must close by 10pm, to 15 people respectively. The Prime Minister, as well as from advisors from Sage, has been after it has been widely disputed that there was sufficient evidence that The Prime Minister said if the new rules are not implemented, there under pressure from Labour leader Sir Keir Starmer to call for a short pubs and restaurants were responsible for spreading the virus. would be an unbearable strain on the NHS:“Doctors and nurses would ‘circuit breaker’ national lockdown, citing the recent spike in infections Gyms, sports centres, hairdressers and cinemas can also carry on as be simply unable to devote themselves to other treatments - cancer, and hospital admissions, with cases having reached 100 per 100,000 normal, however the ban on home visits and gatherings of over 6 will heart disease and countless more.” over seven days. stay in place, unless they are taking place in private gardens, as meet- Discussions have already taken place as to whether Manchester Infections have been rising at such an alarming rate that Chief Medi- ing indoors with those outside your bubble are banned. should be placed in tier 3, cal Officer Chris Whitty warned the tier 3 system would be ‘not Much to the disappointment of many readers, this year’s Christmas mar- So far, Merseyside and Lancashire are the only areas to be placed in tier sufficient’ to fully curb the spread of the virus. kets have been cancelled, after it was deemed they would be a public 3 - very high alert - meaning betting shops, casinos, gyms and leisure However, Johnson resisted these, wanting to ‘seize this moment now to health risk. centres have closed, however pubs and restaurants have closed unless avoid the misery of another lockdown.’ Many have argued that it’s totally unfair to treat Manchester and the they serve ‘substantial meals’, with affected staff being placed on fur- Mr Burnham has claimed that the government must give more financial north like a testing ground for the north, with one local politician lough, and Greater Manchester is expected to follow. support before placing Manchester into full lockdown. adding the government could not ‘just switch the economy on and off This comes after intensive care units in Liverpool have reportedly Yesterday, he spoke out against the government, saying they were like a light switch’. almost reached full capacity, with ignoring the advice of their own experts and that a tier 3 lockdown Areas in tier 2 of the lockdown system will be reviewed every 14 days, Liverpool’s leaders have also criticised the government’s measures, would have a severe impact on the local economy, saying ‘people are and new restrictions are to be reviewed every 28 days. claiming they were not consulted or informed, before they were put in fed up of being treated in this way.’ October 2020 www.mancunianmatters.co.uk 2 NEWS Students to face further lockdowns? dents a two-week rent rebate to their accommodation windows By Gemma Bradley make up for any losses they may down, which has since been Manchester Metropolitan Uni- experience due to lockdown, but called an infringement on stu- versity students have been many claim the lockdown has dents’ rights. thrown into disarray in the been handled poorly. The Vice-Chancellor Professor past few weeks as lockdown In a tough statement made on Malcolm Press is showing no has been imposed on two October 1, the University and signs of resigning. halls of residence. College Union called for Profes- However, the UCU has since On Friday September 25, the sor Malcolm Press to resign im- welcomed the decision by both residents of Birley Campus and mediately. the University of Manchester and Cambridge Halls were told firmly In a statement, it said: “Threats Manchester Metropolitan Univer- that they needed to self-isolate and blame culture had no part to sity to move all learning online for 14 days, leaving 1,700 stu- play in a responsible approach to until at least the October 30. dents shocked, confused and public health, especially in the On the weekend of September many without enough basic ne- middle of a pandemic.” 30, a mass testing took place at cessities. UCU Regional Official Martyn two sets of Manchester The lockdown is seen to have Moss said: “We need a serious Metropolitan Halls, with over 42 been very ‘last-minute’, with response to this crisis and percent of the 640 tests coming some students claiming they threatening and blaming stu- back positive. only found out that they were dents is not the right approach. The University of Manchester under lockdown as they at- “If the university refuses to work have also issued a warning after tempted to walk out of their front with us then we will be left with a large gathering of students gate. little alternative than to ask mem- was dispersed by police outside However, the lockdown has bers if they are prepared to take Owens Park halls in Fallowfield since been confirmed to be op- industrial action to protect their during freshers’ week. tional on Sunday October 2 by health and safety, and that of Although this specific lockdown MMU and Manchester Council, students and the local commu- of Birley Campus and Cam- despite initial reports of it being nity.” bridge Halls is now over, many compulsory. This follows reports made that students feel concerned that The University has also stated the University sent emails out there are more restrictions to CREATIVE: Manchester Metropolitan University halls, taken by @dobraszczyk via Twitter. that they will be giving these stu- telling students to take posters in come. Bar owners fear worse as Manchester University city survives Tier 3... for now student found dead By Rebecca Cooley Concerning the financial impact such measures Greater Manchester narrowly avoided the clo- sure of hospitality venues earlier this week have had he said: “It’s like limping along with both hands tied behind our backs and blind folded, FEARS: Atlas Bar owner Mark in halls making 20% of normal takings.” Wrigley following fierce opposition from local leaders The business has been forced to lay off some staff By Gemma Bradley and trade bodies. and cancel a delivery of beer worth up to £3000 to Bars in the area were allowed to stay open after cuts costs and prevent waste. A University of Manchester student being argued down from Tier 3, with the highest Chief Executive of UK hospitality Kate Nicholls said has been found dead in his halls of restrictions, to Tier 2. about businesses in Tier 2: “They have the worst of residence, at the age of 19. Crucial to the success of local resistance was the both worlds, operating under significant restrictions Night Time Industries Association’s threat to take This tragic death is not being without the financial support on offer to Tier 3 busi- treated as suspicious, and is not legal action against the closure of nesses.” the sector again, as part of their coronavirus related. With a rising case rate and many ‘save nightlife’ campaign. officials calling for further restric- The young man was pronounced NTIA boss Michael Kill said: tions there is no guarantee that dead at the scene, after emergency “This next round of restrictions is Manchester bars will remain open services had been called to the Fal hugely disproportionate and much longer. unjust, with no scientific rationale lowﬁeld halls at 5pm Thursday. If forced to close the Atlas Bar The student has not been named, or correlation to Public Health would be in a similarly difficult England transmission rates, financial position since it has fixed and no further information has when compared to other key costs of around £3000 per week, been released. environments." so the Government’s offer of The family is asking the public to re Industry figure heads such as £3000 per month would only cover Night Time Economy Advisor spect their privacy during this diﬃ 25% of their expenses. cult time, and the University has Sacha Lord and The British Beer Mr Wrigley said: “The reality of and Pub Association are sup- what the Government is offering is just an insult to ensured that they are supporting porting the NTIA’s campaign, as well as large pub business and business owners – we’re just being the family as much as they can. organisations including Joseph Holt and JW Lees. hung out to dry. In a statement from the University But even without being forced to close, restaurants “Andy Burnham is doing a fantastic job standing and pubs under Tier 2 restrictions are struggling on behalf of the students family, Di up, trying to push the Government to do the right rector for the Student Experience financially at reduced capacity as a result of the thing.” ongoing 10pm curfew. Simon Merrywest said: "The family The Mayor of Manchester teamed up with other Independent, family-run Atlas Bar in Manchester Northern leaders in an open letter slamming the have asked us to make it clear that city centre has been vocal in their opposition, hash- Government for treating hospitality workers as this incident is not Covid19related tagging ‘cancel the curfew’ and ‘keep the lights on’ ‘second-class citizens’ and demanding a more sub- and that they would wish to see on their Facebook page, and have signed up in stantial financial support package for the many support of the NTIA legal action. their privacy respected at this diﬃ businesses on a ‘knife-edge’. cult time.” Co-owner Mark Wrigley said: “The 10pm curfew Mr Wrigley added: “This is not about making money completely annihilated the city centre bars such as this is about how do I lose money at the slowest An inquest is expected, with more ours; it means that people now have no incentive to rate.” details to follow at a later date. come into town.” October 2020 wwww.mancunianmatters.co.uk NEWS 3 Tiramisu proves a hit as Calls for tougher fire sprinkler laws out of work actor cooks in region’s schools up second career By Sam Ormiston The revelation that ﬁreﬁghters have been called to Greater Manchester schools more than 200 times since 2015 is prompt ing calls for tougher laws on sprinkler installations. A Freedom of Information request made to the Greater Manch ester Combined Authority revealed that the ﬁre service has at tended 224 blazes over the last ﬁve years – an average of almost one a week. Three of the ﬁres destroyed the entire school building while ten resulted in injuries. And analysis from school insurers Zurich Municipal shows schools are twice as likely as other buildings to be hit by a ﬁre – prompting them to launch a campaign for a law change on sprinklers in schools. Of the school blazes Greater Manchester ﬁre services were called out to, sprinkler systems were ﬁtted at just six of the incidents. Sprinklers are proven to signiﬁcantly reduce the damage caused by ﬁre and are compulsory in all new or major refurbished school buildings in Scotland and Wales, but this is not the case in Eng land. According to Zurich, they are ﬁtted in fewer than one in six new English schools. The company is now urging MPs to review the law and has started a parliamentary petition which it is encouraging the public to sign to get the issue debated in Parliament. Despite being far riskier than average when it comes to ﬁres, many schools also lack measures to prevent small ﬁres becoming major disasters. Of more than 1000 school in spections carried out by Zurich, 66% were rated as having ‘poor’ ﬁxed ﬁre protection systems, such as sprinklers. A further quarter were judged ‘poor’ for ﬁre detection mea sures, such as smoke detectors and ﬁre alarms. Nationally, ﬁreﬁghters have been called to nearly 2,000 school blazes in the last three years. Malfunctioning appliances or equipment, faulty electrics and kitchen blazes are among the leading causes of ﬁre and in Greater Manchester, 43 ﬁres were logged as having been started deliber ever. He did a range of jobs alongside his bur ately. By Harri Thomas “The actual translation of tiramisu is cheer geoning acting career, including hospitality Larger ﬁres in schools cost on average £2.8million to repair and in An out of work actor from Italy has deﬁed me up or pick me up,” he said. at the Etihad Stadium, various work in bars, some cases more than £20million. the economic downturn to launch an Ital It was only after the lockdown kicked in and restaurants and warehouses—as well as In June, Boris Johnson pledged £1billion to fund a decade long ian desserts business after a successful all of his acting and hospitality work was teaching Italian. school rebuilding and repair programme and a further £560million crowdfunding campaign. cancelled that he ﬁnally had the time to Now he’s in charge of his own time. in early August. Mattia Paradiso started fundraising after an work on the idea. Zurich wants the government to ringfence some of this promised overwhelming number of tiramisu orders “Suddenly, I was like: ‘I’m going to make investment to improve the resilience of schools at high risk of ﬁre. forced him to ﬁnd a permanent kitchen. some Tiramisu for my neighbours and see Tilden Watson, Zurich Municipal’s head of education, said: “An He raised over £8,000 in 50 days from over what happens.’ That’s how I started in alarming number of school buildings pose a high ﬁre risk  yet 100 supporters, enabling him to upscale the Castleﬁeld.” many are poorly protected against a potential blaze. business out of his home kitchen. Word spread and demand for the coﬀee “Unless Ministers bring England into line with other parts of the ﬂavoured dessert escalated. UK, large ﬁres will continue to blight schools and put lives at risk. Once the national lockdown was lifted, Par “The Government’s COVID19 investment is a critical opportunity adiso Authentic Italian became a regular ﬁx to ensure schools are more resilient to ﬁre.” ture at food markets, including GRUB, Great Nick Coombe, building safety programme lead for the National Northern Makers Market and the Lowry Fire Chiefs Council, added: “The case for sprinklers is compelling. Outlet square. “Of almost 1000 ﬁres over ﬁve years in buildings where sprinklers Thanks to his supporters, Mattia has now were ﬁtted, our research found they controlled or extinguished got his hands on a dedicated kitchen unit in blazes in 99% of cases. Ancoats. He admits it’s been very hard work, but says “Sprinklers can dramatically reduce ﬁre damage, making the re He is keen to keep his treats open for all, he has learned so many new things in the opening of a school much easier.” whatever their dietary requirements—and process, from business to marketing and so In response, the Government said it was committed to revising they are alcoholfree: “At this stage in the cial media. Building Bulletin 100, the Department for Education's (DfE) guid world, you have to be inclusive, you can’t Mattia’s advice to anyone who wants to ance on ﬁre safety design for new schools and is expecting to just stick to one recipe.” start their own business: just give it a go. launch a public consultation shortly. He said: “People have been so supportive. His most recent menu includes the classico He said: “If it doesn’t go well, there’s a lot of A spokesman said: “All schools are required to have an uptodate It’s so fulﬁlling, you know.” ﬂavour, alongside Biscoﬀ, pistachio Nutella other opportunities, I deﬁnitely do believe Fire Risk Assessment and to conduct regular ﬁre drills. All new Mattia had the idea for the business over a and a vegan version—plus cannoli. that.” school buildings must be signedoﬀ by an inspector to certify that year ago, noticing a gap in the market: he Mattia trained and worked in musical the Visit Paradiso Authentic Italian’s Facebook they meet the requirements of building regulations. couldn’t ﬁnd takeaway tiramisu anywhere. atre in Rome, before moving to Manchester page ﬁnd out how to get your hands on a "Where sprinklers are considered necessary to protect pupils and “I thought it’d be nice to start something so over three years ago to learn English and tiramisu: www.facebook.com/Paradisoau staﬀ, they must be installed.” people can enjoy tiramisu at home, or wher act. thenticitalian/ October 2020 www.mancunianmatters.co.uk 4 NEWS Gym fighting fit to help beat Covid-19 By Gemma Bradley These findings support Boris memberships, doing more to Fighting Fit, a Manchester Johnson’s recent statements make sure sports were safe so based specialist martial arts that the country is overweight, that we can continue exercising gym, has recently launched a but those at Fighting Fit believe and training through this.” post -ockdown program fo- this is too simplistic a response. With the combination of weight cusing on improving health Taking a more holistic approach loss and an increase in and metabolic fitness. to exercise, the gym aims to metabolic health, it is believed The ‘Take Control’ initiative show people that health is not by those at Fighting Fit that the comes after Boris Johnson's an- just about your weight or BMI, it effects of the coronavirus can nouncement of a crackdown on is about your metabolic health be significantly curbed. obesity in the United Kingdom, as well. “According to research from the in an attempt to tackle the Coro- Jay Cahill, the owner, said: CGA BrandTrack April and June navirus pandemic. “Metabolic health is around hav- 2020; the pandemic has led to Fighting Fit are aiming to assist ing the right nutrition, both micro an overall shift in behaviours in the wider ‘Better Health’ gov- and macro nutrients, the right with 74 percent of consumers ernment scheme, which aims to amount of sleep...” worrying about the impact of help 35 million people to lose She also highlighted the impor- Covid-19 on their health.” weight and live healthier across tance of drinking enough water This has led to an increase in the country. and getting any type of activity gym attendance and in-home A July 2020 Public Health Eng- or exercise in every day. workouts, and Fighting Fit are land study states: “people with Cahill also does not believe the hoping to help keep this trend in COVID-19 who are living with government campaign goes far increased fitness going. obesity, are at notably in- enough, and has said: “Why not More information on the pro- creased risk of serious COVID- put some money behind subsi- gram can be found at STRENGTH WORK: Fighting Fit has a new post-lockdown programme to help improve fitness. 19 complications and death.” dizing exercise programs, gym www.fightingfitmanchester.com New wildlife champion Fears for future for Salford By Chris Pickles Lewis Nelson was appointed the first Wildlife Champion for Sal- ford last week. of cinema after The newly-created position is responsible for looking after Sal- ford’s green spaces and developing initiatives to re- engage people with nature. Councillor Nelson plans to pro- Cineworld axe mote awareness about the By Ted Stirzaker will be released in cutbacks. abundance of wildlife in Salford, After the delay of the December, after being Many in the film industry, and to educate people about the moved from June, Black including Patty Jenkins, plants and animals that can be upcoming James Bond picture, No Time to Die, Widow, which was director of Wonder found. He said: “It’s really important to Cineworld have decided originally to be released in Woman, as well as Clint bring people with us on the jour- to close their doors May of this year but will be Eastwood and Martin ney in terms of re-engaging the indefinitely, leaving released next May and Scorsese are concerned city with its wildlife and improv- Jurassic World: Dominion, about the long-term thousands out of work. ing the biodiversity.” survival of cinemas due to The news was welcomed by The closure will impact 127 cinemas in the UK, the lack of income. environmental groups across Salford. putting over 5,000 Even if cinemas that have Shaun Hargreaves of the Greater employees out of work. remained open will run into Manchester Birding City Region The 15th Bond film, No trouble as due to social Project said: “Salford is starting distancing guidelines, they to break free from its’ “Dirty Old Time to Die, which cinemas were relying on to cannot fit as many people Town” image. drive up ticket sales this into the cinema as they “More people are learning just how great the environment is, November, was delayed once could, so their only from the Salford docklands to once again until 2 April option for the foreseeable the River Irwell to the interna- 2021, so it is expected future could be to close tionally important mosslands, THE SHOW’S OVER: Cineworld will remain their doors until more films Cineworld have an- known locally as the ‘Serengeti of are released. nounced plans to close the North’.” closed at least until this The government have 127 cinemas across the Some wards in Salford have less date. UK with thousands of than 5% green cover, but the Due to the Coronavirus unveiled a £1.57 billion jobs gone. council has historically done a pandemic, many studios which won’t be released Culture Recovery Fund to lot to promote green space in the have decided to delay their until June 2022. provide financial support to city, most of which is on old Cineworld lost £1.3 billion cinemas throughout the mining land. upcoming blockbusters, or to release them via in revenue over the last country, however there are Now, the city has eight award- winning parks, along with nature streaming services. three months alone, fears that this simply will reserves and wetlands. Other movies that have meaning they will likely not be enough as cinemas Councillor Nelson said: “I think been delayed include have to make many staff employees are still we’re quite lucky in a lot of ways redundant and might be ‘incredibly worried and Wonder Woman 2, which to have so much wildlife.” forced to make permanent scared’ about their jobs. October 2020 wwww.mancunianmatters.co.uk NEWS 5 Police hit streets in City’s journo school success Trafford for knife A Manchester journalism training centre has James Toney, managing editor of News Associ- recorded a full house of students making the NCTJ’s ‘gold standard’ grade in what is be- crime operation ates owner Beat Media Group, said: “This is a re- markable achievement, the first undergraduate lieved to be a record-breaking achievement. course to see 100pc of those enrolled achieve News Associates has announced 100pc of its their gold-standard diploma since the NCTJ By Rebecca Cooley first-ever undergraduate class achieved a gold- started publishing results across all accredited Police recently hit the streets of Traf- standard NCTJ Diploma in Multimedia Journalism. courses. ford in a campaign to tackle knife It is the first time since the NCTJ started publish- “This group were remarkable from the moment crime. ing results that an entire cohort has achieved the they walked through our door to start their degree Operation Sycamore was a week of action industry-standard qualification. studies and they’ve consistently produced top- coordinated by The Safer Trafford Partner- In the years on record, 2013 to 2019, the gold- quality journalism to go with their amazing results. ship, which aimed to combat serious vio- standard NCTJ pass rate for the number one- “And while exam grades tell you something, they lent crime through a multi-agency ranked accredited undergraduate courses were do not tell you everything and I have no doubt approach. 50pc, 48.78pc, 55.56pc, 59.46pc, 38.46pc, 50pc their excellence in the classroom will translate to Actions involved weapon sweeps and the and 38.46pc. the newsrom.” GOLD STADARD: News Associates in Manchester deployment of knife amnesty bins, which have already proven to be effective with 554 knives deposited across Greater Manchester since February. GMP Superintendent Caroline Hemingway said: “Police cannot tackle violent crime alone - it requires a joined up public health approach which includes working closely with local authorities and our communi- ties.” Trafford Council educated young people in both parks and schools to increase aware- ness of the consequences of getting in- volved in violent crime. Trafford Trading Standards also reached out to retailers to ensure the responsible sale of knives with adherence to Challenge 25 regulations which require proof of ID HELP: Lucie’s Pantry, when buying a prohibited item. which is run by home- Young people were the target of this oper- lessness charity Em- ation because, according to Chief Inspec- maus Bolton has tor Nasim: “Knife crime and carrying a provided more than knife remains a national issue amongst 20,000 food packs in young people.” the four months from Common reasons young people have April to July. given to police for carrying knives include peer pressure, being a victim of robbery or crime, acceptance within some social groups, and adverse childhood experi- ences. However, research has shown that those carrying a knife to protect themselves were Lucie’s Pantry provides more likely to be a victim of violent crime. The operation was publicised by the social media accounts of the police authorities in the Trafford area, with a spot-the-knife string of images showing knives hidden in public places. food packs for vulnerable decided to waive the membership fees as an GMP Trafford acknowledged in related Facebook posts that knife-crime is a worry for communities across Manchester since knives are being hidden across the region and used for crime. However Superintendent Hemingway said: By Harri Thomas act of solidarity. “I want to assure residents that Trafford Volunteers at a homelessness charity in Tony Stephenson, Director of Emmaus continues to experience low levels of vio- Bolton have provided more than 20,000 Bolton, said it’s been a busy few months, but lent crime compared to other areas but we food packs to vulnerable households in he’s extremely proud of the efforts of volun- will not be complacent, as any incident is the four months from April to July. one too many.” teers. Lucie’s Pantry, run by Emmaus Bolton out of This week of action was a repeat of Jan- He said: “I would like to give huge thanks to its Derby Barracks base, is run by 12 local uary’s Operation Sycamore which saw the our dedicated team of volunteers and all the volunteers and formerly homeless people. arrest of 31 people for a variety of of- organisations and individuals who support The volunteer team worked together through- fences. Lucie’s Pantry.” out the lockdown to ensure the service con- Superintendent Hemingway said: “We All stock is sourced from FareShare Greater tinued and demand was met. were delighted with the results of Jan- Manchester and donated by local supermar- One of the volunteers, Martin Sweeney, said: uary's week of action; it had a real positive kets and individuals. “The pantry is a vital resource for some of the impact in the community.” Food poverty has shot up on the global most impoverished members of the Bolton #OpSycamore is part of the broader efforts agenda since the Covid-19 pandemic hit. community – for many it is a lifeline.” of The Greater Manchester Violence Re- Last week, the World Food Programme was duction Unit, which was set up in 2019 to Lucie’s Pantry opened in 2018 to support awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for its efforts bring together police, local authorities, local households in need. to combat hunger worldwide. youth services, and schools to tackle seri- The pantry supplies a wide range of food in- England and Manchester United football Mar- ous violence. cluding fresh fruit and vegetables, chilled and cus Rashford has spearheaded a campaign If you have concerns about someone you frozen goods, tinned food, cereals, pasta and to tackle child food poverty in the UK. know or care about who is carrying or hid- dairy items. For more information about Emmaus Bolton ing a knife, or if you are aware that knives Members of the pantry usually pay a weekly and Lucie’s Pantry, head to are being concealed in your community, membership of £2.50 and receive £25 worth www.emmaus.org.uk/bolton. For more infor- call the Police on 101 or use LiveChat at of food. mation on FareShare, visit www.gmp.police.uk. At the start of the lockdown, the community www.fareshare.org.uk October 2020 www.mancunianmatters.co.uk 6 NEWS Clean Air Zone on cards for region By Gemma Bradley scale or urgency of Greater asthma, heart and lung disease, A consultation on a Clean Air Manchester’s air pollution crisis. dementia and now to worsening Zone for Greater Manchester is “We are calling for urgent action coronavirus symptoms. underway to ensure the legal by both local and national “Our health cannot afford to wait limits on nitrogen dioxide are governments to quickly and another four years.” met and are fully compliant by drastically improve air quality.” Parents and environmental 2024. According to the Institute for campaigners are keen to The proposed ‘Category C’ Clean Public Policy Research North, emphasize that the law states Air Zone (CAZ) would come into Greater Manchester is number that the climate limits should be force in Spring 2022, and would one in the country for rates of met “in the shortest time enforce a charge on the most emergency admissions to possible”, but the exclusion of polluting commercial vehicles hospital for asthma, with Central private cars from the CAZ makes whilst ensuring the vehicles that and North Manchester NHS this much more difficult. do meet emission standards are trusts admitting over double the Catherine Thomson from exempt from payments. national average. Manchester Friends of the Earth However, the CAZ excludes Andy Burnham recently said: “We need more ambitious private vehicles which make up highlighted the impact of air action on our dirty air crisis just shy of 70 percent of the pollution on St Ambrose primary including an end to road-building vehicles in Greater Manchester. school in Hale, with claims they schemes and new measures to Although welcomed by many, cannot even open some of their help people out of their cars and there are claims that this scheme school windows or play football onto cleaner forms of transport.” will not effectively reduce air on the playground. Manchester Friends of the Earth pollution and needs to go further. Lorenza Casini, and member of have proposed further measures Manchester Friends of the Earth local parents’ group to be taken by the government, said: “There is little recognition Levenshulme Clean Air, said: with more information available from national Government of the “Dirty air affects nearly every at: www.manchesterfoe.org.uk KICKER: Caption to fill as much of this box as you can organ of the body and is linked to New arts space to bring £1bn Protesters boost to city Brand new arts venue The Factory has been identified as a key project to help arrested at HS2 site power Manchester’s eco- nomic recovery from the Covid-19 pandemic. Work has been able to contin- ue throughout the crisis, but restrictions have limited num- their workplace and various bers on site and as a result By Deniz Köse Activists around the UK staged types of environmental progress has slowed meaning actions against the construc protestors. that The Factory will now be tion of High Speed 2 on Octo Activists argue that if the con completed in December 2022. ber 9. struction HS2 is completed, it Predicted to bring a £1.1 bil- lion boost over its first decade Phase 2b of the planned high will cause widespread damage alone, it will be one of the speed railway will see the con to the environment. largest purpose built arts struction of a new station near Woodland Trust, UK’s largest spaces in the world. Manchester Airport and the ex conservatory charity, reports As well as hosting some of the pansion of Manchester Pic that HS2 is a direct threat to an world’s most exciting artists, cadilly, as well as the cient woods, with 108 woods at The Factory, built on the old construction of a new railway. risk of loss or damage. Granada Studios site, will Activists blocked the Chiltern HS2 also puts some animal create and support 1,500 new Tunnel compound at West species under threat of local ex jobs in the city and help the Hyde Hertfordshire, the largest tinction, including the Willow next generation of local talent Tit bird, WhiteClawed Crayﬁsh HS2 work site, from seven am to flourish. and the Dingy Skipper Butterﬂy. until dusk with high bamboo It will usher in a new and excit- On top of being a threat to the structures placed in front of the ing chapter for the struggling environment, HS2 also has im arts industry by offering a pro- entrance. Twentyone activists were ar pacts on social life. gramme of backstage training According to HS2 Ltd., the com PROTESTS: Campaign- and skills for people across rested at the site. ers have said that they One Extinction Rebellion ac pany behind the project, the city. won’t stop their action tivist said arrested people were around 888 homes and 985 until HS2 is halted. Its Factory Futures pro- charged with willfully stopping businesses are being demol gramme will also benefit up to lawful workers. ished to make way for the pro 10,000 unemployed young people. This charge in accordance with ject. Tony Bloxham MBE, Manch- Section 241 of the Trade Union Some people were thrown out ester International Festival and Labour Relations Act. of their historic family homes Chair, said: “The Factory will This law has historically been and communities. have a major impact on the used against fracking Activists pledge that they will lives of people living across protestors, workers striking in not stop staging actions until Manchester.” HS2 is halted. October 2020 www.mancunianmatters.co.uk NEWS 7 Online mental health tools prove popular across Greater Manchester By Chris Pickles Kooth, SilverCloud and SHOUT. Statistics(ONS) in June reported that Thousands of people across Kooth, an online counselling and well- the number of adults experiencing de- Manchester have accessed online being platform aimed at young people, pression doubled since before the mental health support services was accessed by 4,300 children in the pandemic. since the start of lockdown. first three months of operation. Dr Ranote said: “The outbreak of The new services were developed by One anonymous user of Kooth said: “I COVID-19 dramatically impacted the Greater Manchester Health and feel so much more positive about my- many people’s mental health, creating Social Care Partnership (GMHSCP) in self now. I feel like a different person. extra stress and anxiety for both those April to innovatively tackle the chal- “I feel supported and valued and as a with pre-existing issues and those lenges caused by the pandemic. result I’m making changes in my life.” struggling to cope during the pan- Coronavirus has caused an increase An online therapy programme, Silver- demic.” in mental health issues across the Cloud, which is aimed at adults was The ONS found 19.2% of adults in the country and has prevented those af- used by 1,013 people since April. UK were likely to be experiencing fected from accessing support in per- The healthcare body also launched some form of depression during the son. SHOUT, a text messaging service coronavirus outbreak. Dr Sandeep Ranote, Medical Execu- which allows people with mental The Greater Manchester Health and tive Lead for Mental Health of the health issues to access round-the- Social Care Partnership is made up of GMHSCP, said: “Radically improving clock support from trained crisis volun- local NHS organisations, the Greater the mental health and wellbeing of the teers. Manchester Combined Authority, as people of Greater Manchester has al- Health Innovation Manchester found well as emergency services, the vol- ways been one of our top priorities. people across Manchester were re- untary sector, Healthwatch and oth- “We want to see mental health put on porting mental health issues caused ers. Find out more information about an equal footing with physical health.” by isolation, loneliness, and personal free services by visiting The GMHSCP launched three new circumstances. hub.gmhsc.org.uk/mental-health/digi- services at the start of lockdown: The Office for National tal-support/ APP-Y LIFE: The new online tools have been popular across the region Brothers carve out brewery success as drinkers turn to craft during pandemic By Sam Ormiston A family-owned Salford brewery is FAMILY AFFAIR: busier than ever before, thanks to a The seven broth- surge in craft beer sales during lock- ers behind Seven down. Brothers Brewery While businesses across Manchester are struggling to stay afloat during the pandem- ic, Seven Bro7hers Brewing Company is looking to expand after a successful lock- down period. The brewing house, based in Salford Quays, was established in 2014 after the seven McAvoy brothers decided to pursue a career in the business of beer. As well as a brewery, the company also owns two beer houses – one in Ancoats and one in Middlewood Locks. Keith McAvoy, 51, the second eldest of the brothers, said: “Our online beer sales went through the roof during lockdown.” The company had to overcome many chal- lenges in navigating the coronavirus pandemic from a business perspective, but Seven Bro7hers has come out stronger for it. This is only partially down to the help of Government schemes such as Eat Out to Help Out and the furlough scheme. But the McAvoy brothers credit the friendly, supportive nature of the craft beer commu- doing all you can to create a safe environment, as his seven sons started their craft beer busi- and brand-new investors. nity and the hard work of their loyal staff, then they will be more likely to support you.” ness venture, which has grown exponentially Now, they are looking ahead to the future, with alongside their own hard work, for the con- The brother’s love of beer came from their since 2014. plans underway for new bars in Liverpool and tinued success of the business. father, Eric, who brewed it in the family base- Keith and his brothers also have four sisters, Leeds in the coming months. Keith said: “There were huge efforts from ment where they grew up in Salford. who followed in their brother’s footsteps, setting Keith added: “We tend to open up bars in resi- every single member of our team to ensure As each one of the brothers turned 18, their first up Four Sis4ers gin distillery – making them the dential areas so we can become part of the that we could continue trading, despite all legal pint was in the cellar of the family home, largest family of direct siblings in the global community there. the challenges like curfews and ensuring so ale has a real and special significance to all alcohol industry. “Craft beer is an open, friendly environment. everyone can social distance on our of them. Following a successful crowdfunding campaign Socialising and beer go hand in hand. premises. Although their father sadly passed away two during lockdown which raised £430,000, Seven “We want to keep expanding on a national scale “I think when the public see that you’re years ago, he was able to watch on with pride Bro7hers gained support from a mix of existing and continue doing what we love.” October 2020 www.mancunianmatters.co.uk 8 FEATURES Homelessness Radio the perfect therapy for threat on rise Altrincham DJ during lockdown By Ben Thompson Lockdown has undoubtedly left us all feeling a little precarious and vulnerable, but few are quite as vulnera- ble as the 320,000 homeless people in the UK. And because of the fall-out of lockdown, that number may be on the increase. Joint research from the Co-Operative Bank and Centrepoint has found that a quarter of young people in the UK are con- cerned about being made homeless, as a result of losing their income through the pandemic. This figure is not surprising to Brontë Schiltz, the Commu- nications and Fundraising Officer for The Big Issue North, a street magazine sold by homeless people to help them earn a living. “We’ve had a lot more people coming to us who’ve ex- pressed an interest in becoming a vendor,” Miss. Schiltz said, “Either who’ve become homeless or who have just lost their source of income and are really worried about their sit- uation. “We’ve had people coming forward who you wouldn’t ex- By Jasmine Jackson lost that infrastructure around me, I just Mr Maxwell said of his experience with pect to be working with The Big Issue, like a trained chef. An Altrincham man has launched felt a little bit more exposed.” the charity: “It helped with me coming The state of the hospitality sector just means it’s impossible his own radio station and raised During his recovery Mr Maxwell en- to terms with the fact that I could no for them to get a job.” over £600 for the charity Headway, tered the world of broadcast in 2017, longer work anymore. People working in the entertainment industry - or the ‘gig as they supported him after a brain starting at the recently closed down “Headway was essentially like working economy’ - are particularly vulnerable. Miss. Schiltz pointed tumour. station Trafford Sound. therapy and that’s what I needed. I was to research from homelessness charity St. Mungos, which Rod Maxwell was diagnosed with a On his journey, Mr Maxwell said: “I finding the neuropsychology sessions found that millions of people were vulnerable to homeless- brain tumour in September 2016, after would say that the radio was a big part too tough and unstructured. ness, with only 40 per cent of people polled reporting they experiencing unbearable headaches of the recovery process and also Things changed for Mr Maxwell when could pay their rent comfortably. that affected his ability to read, includ- singing in a choir and of course my Headway recommended he begin vol- “People in the arts sector, who make their money from gigs, it’s really difficult for them,” said Schiltz, “They can’t make a ing memory loss and psychological as- family as well.” unteering with them, and soon he felt living, they can’t sell enough tickets. pects that still impact him today. He recently interviewed North West fulfilled giving back to the community “It’s definitely an issue that we expect to see on the in- Mr Maxwell said: “I was just 50 the Tonight’s Gordon Burns on his new Headway’s area manager of the north, crease.” other week and so instead of meeting station Alty Radio, which is part of Al- Andrea Hogan said: “Everybody thinks Miss. Schiltz expressed dismay that the government ended up to have a drink with people, I asked trincham Community Media. the world of him. He gives us a lot of their Everyone In scheme - through which councils were them to donate money to Headway.” The station has been in progress since shout-outs on the radio. provided with emergency funding to house rough sleepers. Headway first registered as a charity in December 2019, but it wasn’t until the He really is such a fantastic spokesper- “There don’t seem to be any plans to start it again, which is March 1980, with the aim of providing first week of lockdown that he felt son for our charity in terms of his own a bit of a crisis,” Miss. Schiltz said, “The scheme was a support and services to families and spurred on to officially start the radio, experience and how that relates to the massive step forward. We spoke to vendors who had survivors of brain injuries. despite uncertainty surrounding the lo- money that we raise for charity.” moved into hotels and used that time to get clean. Some Before being diagnosed, Mr Maxwell cation. During 2016-2017 there were 348,453, worked on CVs, some did volunteering, and it made a mas- often travelled across Europe for his Mr Maxwell said: “The radio has been acquired brain injury hospital admis- sive difference. firm PwC. He had been working as a a challenge at times with the organisa- sions in the UK. “Being on the streets now during winter, on top of all the professional for 25 years. tion just getting set up. Headway desperately need volunteers other issues - people not carrying change or not wanting to The father of three said: “When I lost “Most of the team members have for their Sale branch in Manchester, so get close to others - has made it a bit of a nightmare re- my job, and lost those colleagues and never met each other because it’s they can still make a difference to ally.” been done in lockdown.” those with a brain injury. How coronavirus is changing the fashion game By Eve Debbage Manchester. Back in March when the whole world grinded to a halt, the $2.5 tril Earlier this month, Boohooowned online fashion retailer PrettyLit lion global fashion industry followed suit. tleThing launched a £14 face mask dress, which was further popu In the months since, fashion companies have had to adapt to the larised by paparazzi snaps of inﬂuencermodel Lottie Moss. ‘new normal’ by trading online and some have even developed an Face masks are the ultimate accessory of 2020, and with Halloween tivirus protection in their clothing. fast approaching, many brands have already capitalised on the oc According to a joint report by The Business of Fashion and McKinsey casion and released ‘spooky options’. & Company, brands who are successful in the longhaul will be those Antiviral fabrics are upandcoming wardrobe additions, with many who focus on the consumer mindset and respond innovatively to suppliers in the race to provide the best quality textiles. emerging trends. A frontrunner is Albini Group, which has developed new ViroFor BoF research notes: “Chinese brand Cosmo Lady developed an an mula fabrics infused with chemicals that are likely to destroy coron tibacterial intimate wear line which capitalises on a niche product avirus soon after contact. concept that now appeals to mainstream concerns for health and As is the nature of both fashion and Covid19, trends will continue to safety – a move that boosted its stock price by 21 per cent.” evolve. Now that PPE is not just used by essential workers, ‘Antiviral… but What matters is that experts react quickly and responsibly. make it fashion’ is the next big craze. There has never been such a ﬁne line between invogue appearances The area certainly seems a clever investment, and has been taken and health practicalities. onboard by Boohoo Group, whose main headquarters are based in But above all else, it’s important to remember to shop with a critical eye. October 2020 wwww.mancunianmatters.co.uk FEATURES 9 Thousands arrive on #SaveOurChildren: The conspiracy behind British shores as the hashtag Government considers tougher border controls By Ruby Zaman Up to seven thousand people have arrived on UK shores this year seeking asylum, according to the latest UNHCR ﬁgures. Many arrive with only the clothes they are wearing. They are given just over £5 a day to live on when they ﬁrst arrive. This begs the question, why would someone leave their home, their families and travel thousands of miles away, to live on much less than a minimum wage? Judith Dennis is a policy manager at the Refugee Council, an organisation that advocates and protects asylum seekers. She says: “Many are ﬂeeing persecution or violence in their home country. They don’t know where they will end up. Some try settling in neighbouring countries but they don’t have access to employment or education there, so they leave to ﬁnd a place to build a long term life.” By Deniz Köse than that. According to the National Crime left on one of his posts that read, The UK immigration laws do not include any kind of Over the past few months, Mancunians have Agency’s Missing Persons Data Report “WWG1WGA”, a reference to the QAnon slo- asylum visa. This means there is no option of enter witnessed several protests and marches 2018/2019, a total of 75,918 were reported miss- gan of “Where We Go One, We Go All”. ing the UK as an asylum seeker legally. against child abuse. ing during these years. That would mean an av- Miss Ward has reposted an image on her Face- Some refugees are resettled in the UK, but such The hashtag #SaveOurChildren has also been erage of 208 children everyday. What is more book of a protestor holding up a sign that has cases are only granted rarely to people from se popping up across social media platforms. But important is that in 98 per cent of the cases, no the words “#PizzaGate #Adrenochrome #Pe- lected countries in very exceptional circumstances. what really is this movement about? harm was reported and 80 per cent of the chil- doWood” on it; all referencing QAnon conspira- Early last month Border Force conﬁrmed more than If the past five years have revealed anything dren were found within 24 hours. cies. four hundred migrants arrived by boat from France about British and American politics, it is that the While the supporters of FFTCUK don’t openly Mr. Curtis seems genuinely concerned about in one day. establishment can no longer hold society to- promote the QAnon theory, it is possible to find child abuse in powerful organisations like the The UK government is trying to ﬁnd a solution and gether. The latest symptom of the political cen- QAnon slogans, theories and jargon used by BBC and talks about real cases of child abuse has suggested using nets to stop the boats. tre collapsing has been the rise of conspiracy them on their Facebook pages. that were committed by ex-BBC employees like Home Secretary Priti Patel’s idea of sending asylum theories- and Manchester is not immune to this. Facebook is the main form of dissemination for Jimmy Savile and Dave Lee Travis. seekers to be processed oﬀshore came under harsh The group responsible for organizing these both FFTCUK as well as QAnon. In a move to The grooming gangs that have long dominated criticism from rights groups. protests is the Manchester chapter of Freedom fight misinformation and harm caused by the the news cycle have also found mention in the UNHCR UK representative Rossella PagliuchiLor For The Children UK. FFTC was first estab- QAnon conspiracy theory, Facebook decided at FFTCUK protests. At a protest in front of said: “Processing asylum claims oﬀshore has been lished in the United States in June and opened the start of October 2020 to ban QAnon themed BBC’s Quay House on October 10, the name of proven to cause great suﬀering and come at a huge up shop in the UK not long after. groups. Victoria Agoglia was mentioned. ﬁnancial cost. Putting morality and costs aside, it They have long been associated with QAnon, However, as FFTCUK is not an organisation Agoglia was a 15-year-old girl who died after would not absolve the UK from its legal obligations.” the conspiracy movement which believes that that openly supports QAnon, they avoided a being forcibly injected with heroin by a groom- UK leaders alone may not be able to ﬁnd the an the world is governed by an elite cabal of pae- ban. To be admitted to the private group one has ing gang member in South Manchester. Mayor swer. This is an international issue that needs an in dophiles. to agree to keep the group ‘free from any discus- Andy Burnham had commissioned a report into ternational solution. According to Lee Curtis, FFTCUK Manches- sion regarding Qanon, politics and pizzagate’. this case earlier this year. Dennis says: “Leaders should look at providing safer ter’s leader, the aim of these protests is to draw It would be an exaggeration to state that mem- Ultimately, these conspiracy theories reveal a routes so people don’t have to risk their lives. Be attention to “missing children”. They want bers of FFTCUK all believe in QAnon conspir- deep mistrust in public institutions and ordinary fore we start building walls, we have to understand mainstream media to report for the “missing acy theories. However, a look through the members of FFTCUK can easily be drawn to- why they are coming here. children” and Mr. Curtis says that on average, Facebook profiles of Lee Curtis and Laura wards extremes, whenever they feel like public She expressed that it may not be the case the 308 children go missing everyday in the UK. Ward, the UK coordinator of FFTC, shows you institutions are failing them by siding with the Refugee Convention signatories have the same stan However, official figures show it’s a little less that they might well be. powerful. dards, and emphasised the need for collaboration On his Facebook, Mr. Curtis liked a comment Queen honours selflessness of ‘ordinary’ Mancunians By Ben Thompson I’ve already tried to do something within the community, whether it was related to autism or dementia. The Queen’s Birthday Honours List has once again shone a light “Helping people just seems like the natural thing to do, especially with on the outstanding contributions British people have made to the COVID.” country, and it has gone a long way in showcasing the selfless- Other honourees have cast their nets wider than their local communi- ness of many people - Mancunians included. ties. Hera Hussain BEM is the founder of Chayn, a organisation that In a year when we have all been feeling particularly vulnerable, people uses digital tools to help women and non-binary people suffering from have gone above and beyond to provide a service to other people. gender based violence. Honoured in the Queen’s List are people such as Gareth Mallion MBE, Speaking of what she hopes her BEM will mean for Chayn, Miss. Hus- who played a vital role in setting up the NHS Nightingale hospital - de- sain said, “I hope that this introduces us to a new set of people, who spite it being completely separate from his job as a National Rail em- may not have seen Chayn before. ployee, and Kathryn Davies MBE, who organised and distributed care I also hope it brings some legitimacy to this type of approach. We need packages from her colleagues at the Co-Operative Bank. to create online supportive spaces, they’re as needed as they are in- The efforts of people like Simon Lea BEM are heartening. In his posi- person.” tion as a manager at an Asda in Marple, he rallied his staff and cus- Because of the pandemic, the exact circumstances of the award cere- tomers to help an isolating 98-year-old woman celebrate her birthday. mony remain uncertain. But that has not diminished the accomplish- “That’s where I get my job satisfaction from,” Mr. Lea said, speaking of ments of the honourees, who have served their communities in a time his work within the community, “Whichever supermarket I’ve been in, of great difficulty. HONOUR: Gareth Mallion October 2020 www.mancunianmatters.co.uk 10 ENTERTAINMENT Do you dare visit Greater Manchester’s Most Haunted? Ordsall Hall Given that it dates back to the 15th Century, it's no wonder that Ord- sall Hall is considered to be one of the most haunted places in the North West. There are multiple reports of a ghost nicknamed 'The White Lady' who appears when schoolchildren are in the area. If that isn't creepy enough, she is said to show up alongside the smell of roses. The 'Star Chamber' is known to be the most haunted room in the house with visitors hearing the voices of children. Other parts of the hall are known for poltergeist activity with flickering lights, drops in temperature and the sound of dragging. Bramall Hall Bramall Hall in Stockport is a Tudor Manor House which dates back to the Middle Ages. The Paradise Room is said to be the most haunted and is nicknamed 'The Ghost Room' due to its priest’s hole. The Withdrawing Room in Bramhall is said to be haunted by the figure BoJo? Witty? Loo Roll? What will you dress up as? of a woman and in the chapel on the grounds of the property, people have heard a child mysteriously crying. There have been numerous reports of paranormal activity in the old Halloween is meant to be the scari- this year. In the first few weeks of lock- of the breakout stars of the show was hall including the feeling of being suddenly drenched in ice water. est time of the year but when the down, you couldn't go five minutes undoubtedly Connell's silver chain Other ghostly sightings are of a red figure on horseback who is ru- whole year has just been one series without seeing someone's freshly which became an internet talking point moured to appear in the courtyard on New Year's Eve. of unfortunate events after another, baked loaf on their Instagram story. I and completely sold out online. For this The Ring O' Bells Pub what on earth do you go as? personally am never eating it again. costume, we recommend either cover- Said to be one of the most haunted places in the whole country, The In retrospect, 2016 feels like a warm- Boris Johnson ing yourself in silver chains and an Irish Ring O' Bells Pub in Middleton has its fair share of ghost stories. up act after the unending nightmare Remember when we thought how the flag or alternatively, completely naked Dating back to the 12th Century, the pub is home to a ghost called the that is 2020. government handled Brexit was bad? with just the chain. 'Sad Cavalier'. This particular phantom makes himself known to staff Like every other major holiday, Hal- Between the mixed messages and Chris Witty and customers by moving drinks along the bar, heavy footsteps, loween is most likely to be cancelled non-existent test and trace system, Truly one of the few rockstars of the moaning and even throwing rocks. but if you feel like dressing up and hav- BoJo's handling of the pandemic has Covid-19 era, what would we do with- Boggart Hole Clough ing a very small, socially-distanced been nothing less than a disaster. His out Mr Witty informing us about the R This picturesque park has a dark history and hidden deep in the trees party with members of your household, infamous 'Work, don't go to work' rate every night at the daily briefing. of this green space is a mischievous boggart of which it is named then here’s a list of some of this year’s speech quickly became a meme and a Beside the government's bumbling in- after. most unforgettable events and charac- symbol of just how badly he's tried to competence, Chris Witty remained a For those unfamiliar with Harry Potter, a boggart is supposedly a spirit ters that you could dress up as. 'control the virus'. strong and stable voice of reason and that originates from Lancashire folklore. Bat Barnard Castle scientific research in unprecedented The boggart in the park supposedly haunts an old farmhouse which Who would have thought that the world Truly one of the defining moments of times. was the site of so much paranormal activity that the farmer and his could come to such a grinding halt be- lockdown. The only thing scarier than Hand sanitiser wife were forced to flee. cause of a bat. Absolutely terrifying. the fact that Dominic Cummings gen- One of the few businesses that have Boggarts also apparently have an appetite for children there have Despite their ability to trigger the apoc- uinely used the excuse 'I was testing actually boomed from the pandemic is been many cases of missing children since the 18th century at Bog- alypse, bats are still very cute and defi- my eyesight' to justify a 50 mile drive to hand sanitiser. Even though your skin gart Hole Clough. nitely worth dressing up as we enter a Barnard Castle was that he actually got is permanently dry from having to apply Also, dogs are highly sensitive the boggarts and reports of people out spooky season like no other. away with it. it every five minutes and the scent is walking their dogs in Boggart Clough to suddenly freak out are not un- Joe Exotic Loo roll reminiscent of the time you nearly died common. In the early stages of lockdown, the Who can forget the hoarding stage of drinking too much cheap tequila, thank St Thomas' Hospital world was treated to the emotional lockdown when people were fighting in god hand sanitiser exists. Known as ‘The Grubber’, this haunted hospital was originally built as a rollercoaster that was Tiger King. The supermarkets over bog roll? Yes, run- Zoom brutal workhouse in 1841. king himself, Joe Exotic, will no doubt ning out of toilet paper is scary but was No one likes Zoom. The links don't This now closed psychiatric hospital has had reports of unexplained be a popular Halloween costume this there any need to fight over it? No, not work, the audio's bad or you're stuck in screaming, objects being thrown and even a ‘ghost doctor’. year with his signature cowboy boots, at all. a waiting room questioning why you The top floor is supposedly so haunted that staff were not allowed to animal print shirts and a mullet to rival Connell’s chain even bothered. Going as a Zoom call enter. even that of Billy Ray Cyrus. One of the less scary items on this list. this Halloween is definitely scary so Other phantoms in the building include a 'radiant woman' dressed like Banana bread The release of Sally Rooney’s ‘Normal don't be surprised when someone tries a nun who appears just before the death of a patient and man in the Banana bread really had its moment People’ was truly a cultural reset. One to permanently mute you. old mortuary who was apparently slit open on the table while still alive. Celebrate Halloween in style... despite the Covid pandemic By Rebecca McGrath Great Northern Warehouse, Moda Angel Gardens and 111 Piccadilly from October 26 to November 1. With Halloween approaching and COVID-19 cancelling the chances of parties and trick or treating Drive in cinema… with a twist you may be wondering how you can celebrate this year’s spooky season. If you thought living through a pandemic was scary enough, then you are not ready for Mancunian Matters have compiled a list of the top things you can do whilst the horrors that wait for you at ScareCity. having a ‘Covid-safe’ Halloween. This immersive experience will have ticket-holders driving through a scare tunnel, before Spooky scenes on the big screens at HOME and VUE cinemas being met by live actors looking to give them a fright before the film even starts. Whether you’re a slasher fan, after a psychological thriller or perhaps you The ScareCity cinema will be screening some of the best horror films on offer between just want to celebrate the season whilst still getting some sleep! There’s October 12 and November 1. something on offer for everyone. If you’re after a terrifying experience you can pick between The Ring, Get Out, The Con- From the classics like the The Shining to the less haunting Hocus Pocus. juring, Beetlejuice, The Blair Witch Project, Paranormal Activity, The Descent, and The Check out one of the horror films on offer at both Manchester’s HOME and Invisible Man. VUE cinemas. However, if you’re looking for more family-friendly shows like Coraline, Coco, and To find out more visit homemcr.org/whats-on/ or www.myvue.com/whats-on Frankenweenie you can catch these at midday on weekends. Wish you could escape the horrors of COVID-19? Escape to Freight Tickets can be purchased at: parknpartymcr.co.uk/scare-city. Island! Spot the pumpkin lanterns Located at the iconic Warehouse Project venue in Depot Mayfield, Escape The streets of Manchester have been transformed into a Halloween wonderland. Thou- to Freight Island, which opened this July, is now hosting a Halloween sands of orange pumpkin lanterns have been lining Manchester’s streets, spot them hid- themed event. Expect a variety of drinks, quality food vendors, and live ing up in the trees! music from DJ’s Hattie, Rhys Webb, Joe Packman, Nat Wardle and Walkabout Performers. Dr Blood’s Old Traveling Show Go to https://www.escapetofreightisland.com/bookings to secure your tickets for this spooktacular Roll up, roll up, for a slice of street theatre that you’ll never forget… no matter how hard you try! event! Head down to The Lowry Theatre for what is described as ‘stories of wickedness’ as ‘dark deeds Watch out for the monster invasion! start to unfold…’. The inflatable monsters are back taking over some of Manchester’s most popular locations as Hal- This outdoor performance takes place on Saturday 17 October with two shows available. loween in the City returns for another year. You can buy tickets here: https://thelowry.com/whats-on/dr-bloods-old-travelling-show/ You will be able to spot the tentacles from Arndale, Spinningfields, The Printworks, Selfridges, the October 2020 wwww.mancunianmatters.co.uk ENTERTAINMENT 11 MM’s top five horror flicks Wake me up when COVID ends By Georgie Hughes Halloween is finally here! While we may not be able to go trick-or-treat- ing this year, at least we can still scare ourselves stupid with some horror films. Whether you’re looking for a family-friendly feature or a gory slasher flick, here’s our pick of the best films to watch this Halloween. Sinister A true-crime writer moves his family into a new house where he discovers an old box of Super-8 snuff films in the attic. This haunted house horror will give you nightmares for days. Hereditary – Heralded as the scariest movie of 2018, Hereditary will shock you from the very beginning. When a secretive grandmother dies, the family starts to unravel, as the truth about their ances- try comes to light. Scream Starring big names such as Drew Barrymore and Courtney Cox, Scream is a slasher movie that brings just as much wit and humour to the screen, as it does blood and guts. Hotel Transylvania A family favourite, this film is perfect for those with little ones who want to join in with the Halloween festivities. Dracula runs a successful hotel for mon- sters, but his world gets turned upside down when his daughter falls in love with a human. IT A Stephen King classic, this film is steeped in 80’s nostalgia and is reminis- cent of Stranger Things. A group of misfits must band together to defeat a nightmarish clown haunting their town. You’ll want to stay away from the circus after this one. New outdoor horror production Musicians and performers lament a to be performed at The Lowry second lockdown By Jacklin Kwan boring,” Mr Davis said. “I may have to just get a part-time job Working performers across the Artistic endeavors are been further and just wait for gigs to be back on,” country have been lamenting the frustrated by the mounting financial Mr Rogan says. stricter lockdown rules that have pressures that working performers The inability to work has also meant been implemented in many North- find themselves under. Major changes an inability to fully socialise for many ern areas this week. to government support are looming in professional musicians. Both Sean The possibility of a protracted crisis for the distance. and James state that rehearsals made struggling artists has deeply affected Being self-employed, both bandmates up a significant portion of their social guitarist Sean Rogan and keyboardist qualified for a government support lives. James Davis, both musicians that scheme that covered up to 80 per cent “Sure, you can hang out outside of graduated from the Royal Northern of their previous income as well as rehearsals, but all we talk about is College of Music. Part of the same universal credit. The critical support music and how much we want to By Steven Ross band, MYTBE, their days used to be was needed when little money was to rehearse,” laments Mr Rogan. The Lowry, Salford will host two 30-minute performances of Dr Blood’s spent rehearsing and performing at be made from selling their recordings. “Music is such an intensely social pro- Old Travelling Show outside its venue on the evening of 17th October. live music venues or events such as Such schemes could come to an end cess – I didn’t realise until it was The innovative imitating the dog and Leeds Playhouse co-production is a weddings. gone.” bold piece of art designed to be performed outside given the current land- Now, the music has all Normalcy may be a scape.The production, deemed unsuitable for young children, draws on but stopped. long way off for strug- elements of the classic horror film genre, as well as traditions of carnival and “There’s no music really gling performers who medicine shows. happening outside of my now feel pressures to, Imitating the dog co-director Andrew Quick, said: “It’s a strange time to be bedroom,” said Mr Davis. at least, temporarily making a new show but we are really looking forward to meeting the new Any gigs or performance abandon their artistic challenges of creating work in the present conditions. work came to a screech- careers. “We felt it was important to keep going and create a piece that was not only ing halt in March and The Government’s magical and entertaining but will abide by social distancing guidance and be both band members apparent move away Covid-19 safe.” have been spending from propping up Dr Blood is comprised of three stories told by three shadowy figures whose those who have been truck transforms into a theatre. their days inside, reliant on schemes From this stage they tell terrifying tales of the price paid for ambition, attempting to make the was encapsulated in hypocrisy, and greed. most out of their unex- their recent ‘rethink Imitating the dog and Leeds Playhouse have previously collaborated on Night pected hiatuses. reskill reboot’ cam- of the Living Dead ™- Remix, an acclaimed stage recreation of Romero’s At first, they attempted to zombie movie classic. see the restrictions as an paign. It encouraged those in the struggling The production company fuse live performance with digital technology to tell opportunity in disguise to stories and create beautiful, memorable images for audiences. write and record music industries to retrain for a job in cybersecurity, They strive to create stories that are entertaining, moving and engage with without anything to dis- important ideas. tract them. “But there’s nothing to and was heavily criti- The production will also be performed at the Lancaster Arts Theatre on 20th- write about. Nothing happens to me in the coming month with self-employ- cised for its ‘crass’ nature. 21st October and the Belgrade Theatre, Coventry on 23rd-24th October. anymore,” ment grants reducing support and Mr Rogan affirms: “COVID has made Tickets for Dr Blood’s Old Travelling Show are priced from £5 and can be “You don’t want to be that guy who only giving 20 per cent of income back me realise that I just want to do music; booked online . writes a song about lockdown, it’s just to musicians. it’s all I want to do.” All ticket proceeds will go to support the venue during the lockdown. October 2020 www.mancunianmatters.co.uk 12 ENTERTAINMENT HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE LOWRY! Steven Ross charts the history of Salford’s landmark theatre... The Lowry Theatre celebrated the 20th anniversary of its oﬃcial open community with 30 professional theatre makers to celebrate the concept rence. ing by the Queen this week, although due to coronavirus, it remained of possibilities. Hosted by Peter Kay, performers included: STOMP, Cee Lo Green, Nicole closed for the event. 27th January 2001: Peter Hall’s marathon, 12hour 45min production of Scherzinger, Il Divo, Pixie Lott and Tony Bennett. Originally, the anniversary was set to be marked by Week 53, a bienni Tantalus – hailed by The Chicago Tribune as ‘a landmark theatrical event’ 20th November 2013: The National Theatre’s acclaimed production of al festival of contemporary art and theatre. – sees audience members picnic their way through the epic perfor War Horse opens for the start of a nineweek, recordbreaking run in the Due to national restrictions on theatres opening, the Lowry was limited mance in the Lyric Theatre. Lyric Theatre. to hanging banners in the foyer which reﬂected on highlights of the last 31st December 2005: Visitor numbers hit 850,000 a year and The Lowry By the time of the ﬁnal performance, experts calculate the value of the two decades. is named the mostpopular visitor attraction in Greater Manchester, a title show to the local economy at Marketing and Communications Director, Rachel Miller, said: “It was not it will retain for 10 of the next 12 years. 28th April 2016: Launch of the biennial, crossarts festival, Week 53, the 20th year celebrations we were anticipating to have, for obvious 3rd May 2008: The Lowry’s Walkabout programme launches in Little which brought together some 200 artists in 63 performances for an reasons. Hulton. audience of over 10,000  33% of which were ﬁrst time visitors to The “We’d have liked to have marked it with Week 53, maybe we’ll just Developed in partnership with the local community and Salford City Lowry. have to move it to our 21st, we’ll see”. Council, Walkabout used a wide variety of artists and art forms to 5th December 2017: Following its world premiere in The Lowry’s Quays A post on The Lowry’s Instagram page on the 12th October, said: address community and council priorities and celebrate the unique Theatre in 2016, The Lowry and LUNG Theatre coproduction of Who “#OnThisDay HM The Queen oﬃcially opened The Lowry 20 years ago qualities of the area. Cares is performed before MPs and peers at The House of Lords in today! Happy (oﬃcial) Birthday to us!” 1st May 2010: Hundreds of local people appear naked on The Plaza Westminster. Over the years, The Lowry has played host to a variety of famous acts and outside The Lowry to be photographed by the internationallyrenowned The performance exempliﬁes the powerful role the arts can play in passed several signiﬁcant milestones. artist, Spencer Tunick, for The Lowry’s tenth anniversary exhibition, bringing about positive social change. Here are some of the highlights of the last 20 years: Everyday People. The Lowry galleries are set to reopen on weekends from 1st November and 28th April 2000: The Lowry’s ﬁrst ever performance, To You, is a pro 5th December 2011: The Lowry hosts The Royal Variety Performance in performances are scheduled to re‐start from 27th November. duction that brought together more than 200 people from the local the presence of HRH The Princess Royal and ViceAdmiral Sir Timothy Lau Bill and Ted continue to provide the laughs This long-awaited sequel asks the question of can a song save the world, but can Bill and But, that isn’t what this film is aiming for, it’s not trying to be a thought provoking character study, Ted Face The Music get enough bums on seats to help save cinemas? and it’s far more comfortable as a fluffy, unpretentious romp in which hope and optimistic trust in Nobody is expecting anything entirely new from Bill & Ted, not every movie needs to reinvent the oneself are all that is needed to face off threats of most bodacious proportions. reel, but in one of the most rambunctious and turbulent years in living memory, all we need from Many films on the big screen at the moment are quite heavy on the 1980s nostalgia, and if this film our comedies is some much-needed absurd escapism. had attempted to more than that, it wouldn’t have worked half as well, it merely exists to give Luckily, Bill & Ted Face the Music supplies a most triumphant hour and a half of screwball characters a lot of people remember one last go-round, hitting all the beats they need to, without chuckles, with the two dim-witted Valley boys with excellent vocabularies and bizarre mannerisms providing an unnecessary deconstruction of the genre. travelling forward in time to write a song that will unite the While this ending is all well and good, it is quite abrupt world while they’re equally wide-eyed and naive daughters and it would have been a bit better to see some of the travel back in time with the aim of assembling a band of plot threads and conflicts resolved with another couple the greatest musicians of all time, including Jimi Hendrix, of scenes. Louis Armstrong and Mozart. The charm of this film, much like the previous two, is the The two main stars, Keanu Reeves and Alex Winter, contrast between Bill and Ted’s eloquence and their despite now being both in their fifties, still fit well into the ignorance, and the escalating absurdity of the plot, parts they made famous, making them as endearing and throwing an increasingly combination of characters and likeable, but it is in the performances as potential future historical figures into more and more outlandish versions as themselves where they really shine, including situations, which is the film’s one undeniable quality; just the only scene which made me laugh out loud where they how confidently it revels in its creativity and uniqueness are chased by themselves from ten years in the future from literally anything else out there. around a certain rock legend’s mansion. Having said that, some of the scenes later on involving William Sadler reprises his role as the Grim Reaper, a the Grim Reaper and various historical figures play spurned former member of Bill and Ted’s band, the Wyld rather like replays of the previous films, only with minor Stallyns, here to once again help our heroes conjure variations that never fully taken advantage of. universe-saving musical genius, whilst resolving a thirty Starring as the aforementioned heirs to the Bill and Ted year grievance with the two main characters in a legacy, are Brigette Lundy-Paine and Samara Weaving surprisingly touching scene. playing Wilhelmina ‘Billie’ Logan and Theadora ‘Thea’ Ultimately a throwback to 90s slacker comedies, it Preston, which Lundy-Paine doing a pitch perfect gleefully harkens back to the original duology, yet is tinged with an element of tragedy by depicting impression of her on-screen father, capturing the bouncy head movements and excited energy of its titular heroes as unemployable losers without the respect of their wives and relatives, with only Keanu Reeves’s Ted beautifully. their like-minded daughters to carry on their legacy, ultimately showing the long term Anthony Carrigan plays The Terminator crossed with Inspector Clouseau, Dennis Caleb McCoy, a consequences of Bill and Ted’s lifestyle. time-travelling robot sent back in time to kill Bill and Ted, only creating more farcical At the outset, it seems this is going to be addressed, perhaps forcing the characters to grow and inconveniences and exposing deep-seated insecurities along the way. change for the benefit of their dissatisfied wives and so they can serve as role models to their Very much blast from the past, Bill & Ted Face the Music is a worthwhile effort from an old and daughters. reliable workhorse, albeit an extremely formulaic one. October 2020 wwww.mancunianmatters.co.uk LIFESTYLE 13 It’s time to look after our Recipe: A simple but oh-so-tasty biriyani backs... By Ruby Zaman The UK celebrated the 21st annual National Curry Week last week. While COVID restrictions may have prevented people visiting their favourite restaurant, it may be an opportunity to recreate those flavours at home. Here’s a simple, foolproof, even-I-can-do-it, biriyani recipe from my mum's kitchen. Serves 4 Ingredients: 150g of butter unsalted 2 medium size onions finely chopped 2 teaspoons garlic paste 2 teaspoons ginger paste Half a tin of chopped tomatoes Just under half a teaspoon of turmeric powder 2 teaspoons of coriander powderChopped fresh green chillies to taste Salt to taste 1 kg skinless chicken pieces preferably on the bone 200 grams of plain yogurt 2 tablespoons of Laziza biriyani mix (available from any Asian cash and carry) Half a bunch of fresh coriander finely chopped 1kg of Basmati rice slightly undercooked Garnish (Optional) 4 hard boiled eggs sliced 1 large finely sliced onion fried until crisp but not burnt Raita (yogurt sauce) 1 small red onion finely diced Half a cucumber finely diced 1 diced fresh tomato 1 teaspoon garam masala 300 grams of plain yogurt Salt to taste Method: Melt the butter in a large pan on a low heat Add onions and fry for about 15 minutes until brown Add the garlic and ginger, salt, chillies, turmeric and coriander power and tomatoes. Fry until oil separates Add the chicken and fry until golden total discomfort the entire time. Something had to Add biriyani mix and fresh coriander and mix well. By Ben Thompson Add half the yogurt, mix well, add the rest and mix again. change. In 2020, I realised I’d overlooked a massive com- Then add a few tablespoons of water and simmer on low heat until chicken is cooked Running was a vital lifeline to feeling better. It gave ponent of my wellbeing: my back. through. me a sense of power and control over my body that When the sauce is the same consistency of a curry, it's ready. We overlook how important it is to have is unparalleled. Rather than feeling like I Put a third of the sauce into another large pan then cover with a third of the rice. a healthy spine, but we really shouldn’t. was slouching around at home, I was in- Add some garnish Research from the NHS shows eight in stead pushing myself to my limits. Cover with another layer of sauce, followed by rice and garnish again. ten people in the UK will experience Chiropractic treatment can be a costly but Repeat this until everything is used up. back pain at some point or another, and worthwhile investment but supporting our- Make sure rice is your last layer. with more people working from home selves to maintain a healthy posture while Cover the pan with a folded tea towel and put the lid on. and enduring long hours in front of their This will absorb excess water and prevent rice going soggy. we’re young is a free investment. Medical computers, this isn’t a phenomena we’ll Place on lowest heat for 10 minutes. experts recommend that simple activities see the back of. like going for a run or stretching through Raita Method: This year, I realised how much I’d ne- yoga can make the world of difference. Mix the chopped onion, cucumber, tomatoes, salt and garam masala into the yogurt. glected my posture. Years spent looking It’s better to get on top of the problem now down at screens and hunched over rather than risk devastating long-term effects. Our Serve biriyani fresh off the stove with raita or, even better (my personal desks had left me with persistent aches. I remem- backs are important and we all deserve to function recommendation), have seconds the next day when the flavours have spread through ber going to see 1917 in the cinema and feeling as our best selves whilst we’re in our prime. evenly and intensified. Mmmmm! What’s hot and what’s not this week...? The Great British Bake Off - HOT “Move over, mince pies: Percy Pig Pies are here!” Some By Eve Debbage critics have called them ‘weird’, others ‘wonderful’. What’s This month we’ve seen the return of GBBO to our The popular show hit our screens next… Percy Pig scented candles? Eau screens, Manchester Christmas Markets CANCELLED earlier this month to provide de Percy? and the daunting prospect of exactly the sort of light-hearted increased Covid restrictions. We and delicious entertainment we’ve The Government and the Arts - NOT bring you what’s got people talking all been craving. Where else recently… would you rather be at 8 o’clock The government received widespread on a Tuesday backlash after an advert promoting a David Attenborough - HOT other than sat on your sofa judging each ballet dancer retraining to take a job in contestant’s Showstopper cake (far too cyber began re-circulating on the The 94-year-old broadcaster’s debut on harshly for someone who's baked internet. The controversy came at a time when creative Instagram last month landed him the banana bread once during lockdown, industries have been campaigning to #SaveTheArts and Guinness World Record for the fastest time to reach one may I add)? push for more government funding. million followers. Since then, his followers have more than quintupled, proving his ability to connect with the younger Percy Pig Pies – IN BETWEEN …And that’s it! With more Hots than Nots in times like this, generation on climate change to be an outstanding it’s always good to look on the bright side. achievement. M&S sent people into a frenzy with the announcement: October 2020 www.mancunianmatters.co.uk 14 LIFESTYLE Need make-up inspo? At one with nature Look no further than these Tik-Tok trends... By Eve Debbage Need make-up inspiration? Look no further than TikTok, the social video app has been downloaded over two billion times and has made waves in viral beauty trends. The app’s users, mostly the younger generation aged 14 to 24, have taken the beauty industry by storm, influencing new trends, signing major brand deals, and revolutionising the way Gen Z approaches per- sonal appearance. To save you from being sucked into the TikTok whirlpool of content, here are five looks that are currently dominating the beauty world. 1. Euphoria Make-Up This trend channels the bold looks seen in HBO’s teen series Eupho- ria, which fans are currently awaiting a second season. Each video be- gins with someone bare-faced before a dramatic transition into shimmery make-up and dark lighting to capture the glam of the show. 2. #ManchesterGirl Make-Up Georgie Hughes tries ‘forest bathing’ as a means of escape... Special shout-out to all the Manchester girls for this one. The hashtag has over seventy million views on the app and is not for those who are easily offended. The TikTok sees someone pile on foundation and Only a few months ago nature gave us a respite to After a week stuck mostly indoors, I headed into the heavy contour to make a joke about make-up preferences in the city. our monotonous lives under strict lockdown. woods and tried forest bathing for the first time. 3. Cottagecore Aesthetic Our daily walks were a glimpse of freedom in the As someone who is chronically late, the slow pace felt This trend is all about a beauty regime focused around dewy skin, weeks of isolation and limitation. unnatural at first. For once I was not rushing to reach glossy lips, and naturally rouged cheeks. Take pics with your high- But why reserve these walks to times of crises? the next destination; in fact, there was no destination lighter gleaming in the sunlight to create a romanticised notion of In Japan, the process of immersing yourself in nature at all. wholesome country living that clearly rings of escapism from 2020 is considered an essential part of a healthy lifestyle. I took in deep breaths as I moved through the trees woes. Shinrin-yoku, or forest bathing, originated there in the and soaked in the sights of the forest. 4. Y2K 1980’s and was even incorporated into the national Bright reds, burnt oranges and golden yellows glowed The year 2000 is back with a bang. Iconic Juicy Couture tracksuits, health programme. from branches and a slow drizzle of rain began to fall. tote handbags and flip-phones are all the rage again and looks are Forest bathing is not just any old walk through the The sounds of birdsong and rain hitting the leaves achieved with fun hair clips, coloured eyeshadow, and low-rise jeans. forest, but a mindful, almost meditative experience. were an insomniac’s dream, sounding like it had 5. 70s/80s hairstyles There are a few key rules: walk slowly, breathe come straight from the Calm app. Nostalgia is also the theme when it comes to hair. ABBA-inspired deeply, and use all the senses to absorb your natural Forest bathing gave me a chance to slow down, truly hacks have gone viral with TikTokers creating tutorials on how to surroundings. Oh, and leave your phone behind, you appreciate my surroundings and fully immerse myself achieve bouncy waves with fabric curlers. The mullet hairstyle has also won’t need it. in the experience. made a comeback – the typically masculine hairstyle is a fun DIY ex- While it may sound like a hippie fad, the power of I left the woods feeling invigorated, having connected pressive style made popular by all genders during lockdown. nature should not be discredited. Studies by the with nature in a way that I never had before. Society for Forest Medicine found that the practice It’s no surprise to me that this practice has so many can lower blood pressure, boost the immune system, health benefits. In a world that moves faster all the and help with mental health issues such as anxiety time, we need to embrace these opportunities to slow and depression. down and take it all in. Don’t neglect friendships during lockdown By Georgie Hughes ships suffer. She said: “I feel so disconnected and detached. I miss With the news of a three-tier system of Covid-19 re- the easy flow between us and wonder whether it will strictions announced on Monday, it’s clear that going all come back to us one day.” back to our typical social lives may have to take a Lucy Metters, 23, from West Sussex, has found it diffi- backseat. cult to maintain friendships as she has been shielding After months of isolation, Zoom quizzes and Netflix to protect a vulnerable family member. binges, the end is not yet in sight and our friendships “The majority have been very understanding, with fre- are feeling the burn. quent messaging and FaceTime calls bridging the Research conducted by University College London gap”, she says of her friends who have been support- found that one-fifth of people feel their friendships ive. have suffered because of lockdown. But others have “dropped off the radar.” During these testing times it’s vital that we hold onto “I’m still questioning why: do they feel awkward our relationships, and there are multiple ways to en- around me as I’m in such a precarious situation in the sure that friendships can continue to flourish. pandemic? Have they used the pandemic as an ex- Why not send letters to your friends? We’ve all grown cuse to detach: were there issues in our friendship so used to technology, but a letter adds a more per- that I didn’t see that have been building over time? It’s sonal touch and shows your friends you’re really difficult to know if these friendships can ‘pick up where thinking of them. we left off’ before lockdown.” You could even go the extra mile and assemble a Lucy concluded: “I’m just hoping that once life re- care package for a friend, it’s practically guaranteed to sumes to a somewhat normality, we can be close brighten up their day. friends again.” It could also be the perfect time to reach out to an old Although the pandemic seems never ending, eventu- friend. Why not organise a Zoom call with someone ally we will reach a point when our friendships will we haven’t seen in a while? thrive once again. Lastly, remember you’re not alone in this. Until then, remember your friends are feeling it too For Natalie Reeves Billing, an author and lyricist and good friendships are worth it. based in Liverpool, lockdown has made our relation- October 2020 wwww.mancunianmatters.co.uk LIFESTYLE 15 Stay fit to beat those Time to say winter lockdown blues goodbye? By Chris Pickles It’s getting colder. The nights are drawing in. The possibility of another lockdown is looming. It’s easy to feel concerned about staying fit over winter. But since medical experts em- phasise the countless benefits of exercise for our mind and immune system, it’s vital that we stay active. So, what are the best ways to stay fit over winter? Sneak in a run when you can If you have an hour’s lunch break, you have time to squeeze in a quick 30-minute run. If a midday run isn’t for you, get up that little bit earlier and start your day with some exercise. It may be difficult to motivate yourself at first, but once you make it part of your routine, you’ll feel your mood and en- ergy levels come on leaps and bounds. Download an activity-tracking app Using apps like Nike Run Club or Strava will help you keep track of your exercise and will incentivise you to clock up those miles. If your friends have them, you can set each other weekly challenges. Who can run 50km first? Watch YouTube workout videos YouTube videos are a fantastic way to stay fit when you can’t bear the cold outside. Most videos are apartment- friendly, and don’t require any specialist equipment. There are lots of great workout coaches putting out videos, but the crown must go to Joe Wicks. If you somehow grow tired of Joe Wick’s relentless opti- Dani Cole on her very personal battle to juggle love and careers mism, check out MadFit or Heather Robertson, who are sure to get your body moving. Buy some resistance bands In 2018, when my partner Tom landed a graduate His area of work is specialised and that limits where he can Dumbbells are old-fashioned: 2020 is the year of the resist- scheme in Derby, I didn’t hesitate in moving there to go. ance band. These budget bands of rubber are perfect for live with him. It was a difficult conversation to have, especially when you adding a bit more spice to your workout. Add them to any- I was jobless, had no friends or family there but I kept the hear that the person you love doesn’t want to compromise. thing from squats to lunges, crunches to curls, and they will faith everything would fall into place. It was hurtful that he still expected me to put his career be- increase the intensity, helping you get more from your work- I spent the first month lying on the floor in our cold, empty fore mine. out. flat, scrolling through job ads. It took some time to settle, At one point, he talked about going to America for his job – Good luck and happy working-out! however, I never regretted or resented moving. As Tom’s and asked me to move with him. job was high-paying, I was comfortable putting his priorities I no longer want to follow Tom around and give up on my first. own aspirations. I never imagined we might break up over Fast forward two years, things were looking much different. our careers. A career change and a global pandemic has made me re- We have tried talking it through and reaching a resolution. assess what I want from life. I left a role in marketing after No such luck. being deeply unhappy. I realised journalism was my calling. I can’t bear the idea of splitting with him. We met each other Before I became a journalist, I had never given serious on the school bus when I was 16 and we have been insepa- thought about my professional development. I never thought rable ever since. Before the pandemic struck, we had even I was an ambitious person. I had lived through Tom instead. talked about buying a house together. As journalism is a competitive industry, I’m now determined We are still together even though we live in different cities. to follow all the opportunities I can. This caused Tom and I It’s been tough without him and I’m not sure what the future to butt heads. holds. Here’s the problem: if I moved for my job, Tom wouldn’t be I’ve learned that despite the strength, richness and longevity coming with me. Because of what he does, it isn’t very easy of our love, in this relationship our commitment to our ca- to relocate. reers is a barrier that we cannot overcome. Report finds 1/3 feel stigma around mental health exists in workplace By Jasmine Jackson days taken were because of poor mental health, and 24 per cent took it as annual leave to avoid any questions. A survey of over 2,000 managers and employees Psychotherapist Dr. Amanda Onwuemene said: “When conducted by a not-for-profit, private healthcare provider people feel unsafe discussing their mental health issues in found that a third of employees still felt stigma existed the workplace, they may not seek help and assistance that around mental health. may be available to them. Benenden Health’s survey looked at why people were “It means that people are more likely to take days off sick reluctant to discuss their mental well-being, with over a under the guise of having a migraine, stomach upset or third of employees feeling as though others would view other physical illness, than admit to having mental health them as incapable of doing their job. issues.” The report found 42 per cent of employers witnessed an EFT Master Practitioner and Trainer, Lauren Rosenberg employee leaving because they didn’t feel mentally said: “A lot of my clients said they never spoke to anyone supported, with 58 per cent of employees experiencing a because they felt like they had to deal with it alone, they negative situation at work, which directly affected their weren’t going to be understood, or they were going to be mental health. judged.” An anonymous source said: “My mental health was used Benenden Health’s main goal has been to offer affordable against me and I got fired literally days ago. private healthcare to members, remaining a not-for-profit “If I was acting a certain way, he would then blame it on my society, only open to the public since 2012. mental health. Although some organisations have made steps to combat “My mental health was definitely impacted, to the point this with health workshops and mental health First Aiders, where I would go to bed nervous, and I would wake up it hasn’t been enough, since only 36 per cent of employees nervous, just wondering what he was gonna say to me felt that mental health was a priority. next.” Dr. Amanda Onwuemene said: “All levels of staff can be The report emphasised the stigma workers felt surrounding affected by mental health issues, therefore training needs their mental health, as it showed that more than half of sick to include all levels of staff.” October 2020 wwww.mancunianmatters.co.uk 16 SCIENCE University of Manchester research shows surge in Trump and addictive drug prescription over last decade Covid-19: A role for antiviral drugs? By Sally Best Following his positive Covid-19 test, US Pres- ident Donald Trump was admitted to Walter Reed hospital and given a cocktail of drugs - among them the antiviral Remdesivir. After receiving a series of treatments from doc- tors, including a course of the antiviral, Trump was discharged from hospital three-days after admission, reporting he was symptom free. At present, the eventual outcome for the Presi- dent is uncertain, but his case does focus atten- tion on the possible use of these drugs in the treatment of Covid-19. Antivirals vs Vaccines Unlike vaccines which prime the immune system to respond rapidly to subsequent exposure of a specific virus, antiviral drugs act directly on the By Sally Best Physician driving behaviour has been suggested as the main factor virus to prevent replication inside the host’s cells behind rising opioid prescriptions being administered to patients in or to block entry of the virus to the cell. A study at the University of Manchester has shown prescrip- primary care. While waiting for the development of an appropri- tions in the UK for the addictive drug Codeine increased by five Dr Jani said: “This context relates to the tendency of a GP to pre- ate vaccine, clinical trials are underway using an- times between 2006 and 2017. tiviral drugs already in circulation for the The study of 2 million opioid users found that an astonishing one in scribe an opioid. A number of factors may influence prescribing be- treatment of other viral illnesses, testing their ef- seven became long-term users within the first year. haviour including the needs of patients but also the GPs individual fectiveness on Covid-19 patients. Opioids are drugs that are used for pain relief in chronic conditions training, awareness of the opioids issue and local and national poli- In this way, drugs such as Remdesivir could be and post-surgery and have a potential for a dependence and addic- cies.” repurposed and put into general circulation for tion in consumers. Alternatively, some argue that the escalation in prescriptions reflects use in severe cases of Covid-19. Dr Meghna Jani, lead author of the paper said: “Given the potential the increasing needs of individual patients or local populations. Remdesivir harms of these drugs, we think it is imperative to promote safe prac- The study also found a geographical disparity of prescribing prac- Remdesivir is an antiviral drug which reduces the tices in prescribing opioids.” tices, with the North-West, Yorkshire and South-West being the viral load by inhibiting the replication of the virus. three regions in the UK with a higher risk of long-term opioid use. Originally developed as a treatment for Hepatitis Other opioids such as tramadol and oxycodone were shown to have Additionally, there were nearly 26% of GP practices associated with C and used in combating Ebola, the drug has even greater rises in prescriptions over the same period. been shown to be effective against several Results from the study suggested that social deprivation, history of a high proportion of long-term opioid use. viruses, including some coronaviruses. substance abuse, alcohol abuse, depression and self-harm were as- The research stressed that there needs to be a concerted effort in In May 2020, Remdesivir became the first ther- sociated with long-term opioid use. reducing the variability of opioid prescriptions across different re- apy drug authorised for emergency use in severe Additionally, chronic pain conditions such as fibromyalgia and gions, practices and prescribers. cases of Covid-19 in the US and subsequently rheumatological conditions and patients who were post major Dr Jani said: “One way to do this would be to harmonise prescribing the NHS. surgery were linked with this long-term use. practices across regions through future well-researched policies. A recent clinical trial of more than 1000 people Professor Will Dixon, Director for the Centre of Epidemiology Versus This includes lower starting doses of opioids, for shorter durations, found the drug cuts the duration of symptoms Arthritis said: “Chronic pain is estimated to affect more than 40% of regular review in high risk patients and stopping opioids when they caused by Covid-19 from 15 days to 11. are not beneficial. Additionally, trials showed administration of the country. “The other would be developing targeted interventions in high risk Remdesivir shortly after infection could reduce “The frequency of this common problem hasn’t changed notably in the number of viral particles an infected individ- the last decade, yet these new results show that the use of opioids groups including areas of social deprivation and for those undergo- ual sheds, thereby reducing infectiveness and for treating pain have escalated considerably. ing major surgery.” transmission. “It is always vital to balance the benefits and potential harms of treat- Please note: If you are a patient taking opioids, do not stop your The importance of antivirals ments.” medication, as it may be dangerous and always speak to your doctor The ongoing Covid-19 epidemic is threatening first. millions of lives globally, along with risking over- whelming the health systems of many countries Women make history after scooping and causing dire economic consequences. Across the world, more than 100 Covid-19 vac- cines are currently being developed, but with the need for trials to review safety and effectiveness, successful vaccines can take ten or more years Nobel Prize for Chemistry to become available. Additionally, the immunity provided by a vaccine may be short-lived and there is risk that Covid-19 may not respond to vaccination, meaning it’s im- portant we look to other remediation strategies. Two women have won the 2020 Nobel Prize Repurposing antiviral drugs is a viable remedia- in Chemistry, for discovering the technology tion strategy, and because they are already in used to edit animal DNA, bringing the total circulation, there is little or no need for extensive number of female winners from five to seven. safety trials. Professor Emmanuelle Charpentier and Alternative Covid-19 drug treatments Professor Jennifer Doudna, who developed In addition to Remdesivir, Trump was adminis- tered a novel cocktail of monoclonal antibodies, the CRISPR ‘genetic scissors’ that which bind to the virus and prevent it from enter- revolutionised the field of genetic ing the host’s cells - again, the effectiveness of engineering are the first two women in this treatment awaits clarification. history to jointly win the Chemistry Nobel Researchers at the University of Bristol are Prize. studying the 3D structure of Covid-19, in the pos- The researchers will equally share the 10 sibility of developing small chemical drugs that million Sweedish kronor (£870,000) cash would interact with the virus proteins and stop in- prize for their work in gene technology. fection. Professor Carpentier hopes this will act as a While none of these approaches have been positive message to young girls in science, found to be a cure for Covid-19, reducing recov- and show that women in science can and do ery time in patients is an important step in the make significant contributions. fight against the virus. October 2020 wwww.mancunianmatters.co.uk SCIENCE 17 Can vertical gardens be viable in Manchester? low trees. The name Salford comes from two words, ‘Sealh’ meaning ‘willow’ and ‘ford’ By Dani Cole meaning ‘river’.” If you walk past Deansgate-Castlefield station, it is likely you will have seen the vertical The willows were cut back in the traditional way and they also had a living wall there. garden or ‘living wall’ there. “What we wanted to do was to bring some green into the city and soften that hard, The feature, which boasts an array of plants, is part of Transport for Greater Manch- urban environment and improve biodiversity, improve habitats and encourage wildlife.” ester’s effort in creating a ‘green oasis in the heart of the city.’ Mr Crump also spoke of the importance of green infrastructure in a post-Covid world. With the Covid-19 lockdown highlighting the disparity between those in urban and rural “We’re dealing with climate change as well as health.” areas (termed ‘green poverty’ in a blogpost for British Medical Journal in July this year) Like Deansgate-Castlefield station, introducing more vertical gardens into Manchester the need for making natural spaces more accessible has taken on renewed importance. could offer a solution to what some are calling a lack of green space in the centre. The The issue of green spaces within Manchester city centre has proven contentious. While way forward requires careful urban planning. Greater Manchester contains a number of public parks, plans to develop the Mayfield Success stories include Milan’s Bosco Verticale (translating as ‘vertical forest’), two site will see the arrival of the first park in the city centre in over 100 years. residential blocks that contain over 800 trees. The £1.4bn project includes the creation of residential and business units, although it Since its completion, there has been evidence to show that the greenery has helped re- will take ten years to complete. duce pollution levels. Danny Crump, the Director of Urbanism at Broadway Malyan gave Mancunian Matters Singapore’s Parkroyal hotel is another example of what sustainable architecture can some insight into the process behind developing green spaces in Manchester. achieve. The country, which has a high population density, is seen as a leader in green Mr Crump said: “We did a project in Salford, called Greengate Square. Five, ten years planning. ago Salford was a wasteland. When approaching projects, considerations into sustainable design and architecture “We were really keen to make it as green as possible. We specified for an avenue of wil- were crucial for generating green spaces. Apple showcases A14 What happens when an chip in new iPhone 12 The iPhone 12 will contain the new A14 chip, Apple announced after the company unveiled the technology in will be able to run graphically-intense games at a faster speed, edit high-reso- lution videos and photographs and have alligator breathes helium? They filled her tank with heliox and measured the fre- By Jacklin Kwan the iPad Air last month. a longer battery life than previous gen- quencies of her sounds after she breathed in the gas. This year’s spoof Nobel Prize winners put an alliga- The new phone will be the first handset erations. “I think she quite enjoyed it. Heliox is easier to breathe tor in a tank filled with helium and oxygen and make in the world to use a chip manufactured This chip will feature in all four iPhone than air so it must have been easier for her to make it bellow through the ‘five nanometer process’ 12 models: iPhone 12, iPhone 12 mini, noises and she might have noticed how her voice A group of international researchers found out what (5nm process). iPhone 12 Pro and iPhone 12 Pro Max. changed,” Reber said, noting how the alligator was bel- happens when you make an alligator breathe helium. The 5nm process refers to transistors Beyond speed improvements, a new lowing consistently, a sign that she was not distressed. Their achievement was honoured with an Ig Nobel Prize on the chip now only being the width of performance feature of the chip is its The analysis of the alligator’s bellows demonstrated that 25 atoms. Transistors are the tiny 5G compatibility, which delivers faster – a spoof Nobel Prize dedicated to research that ‘makes the higher frequencies were shifted due to the heliox, switches that control the transmission of browsing online as well as faster down- you laugh and then think’, this year. confirming that Chinese alligators likely also use for- electronic signals in the chip. load and upload speeds. Stephen Reber, a researcher in cognitive zoology, and mants to communicate their size to each other. These miniscule transistors are a step The iPhone 12 has a smart data mode his colleagues placed a Chinese alligator into an airtight The presence of formants in animals can help predict up from the 7nm process used to manu- which can automatically switch user tank filled with a mixture of helium and oxygen (heliox) how many traits in different species have evolved over facture the iPhone 11’s A13 chip. settings from 5G to a data-light mode to observe any changes in the reptile’s vocalisations. time. Though the change may seem incre- depending on the owner’s activity. “We know that mammals and birds create sound with “What we notice is that all American alligators we mental, it allows manufacturers to 5G plays a large part in the ‘Internet of vocal tract resonances, but we wanted to know whether recorded actively tried to sound lower,” said Reber. squeeze billions more transistors onto Things’, which aims to connect every- non-avian reptiles did the same,” said Reber. This race to create the deep pitches is found in other the chip. one and everything – allowing data to Many animals vibrate air in their vocal tracts to create animals. Over 60 bird species have over time, evolved Shrinking transistors is crucial in ad- be exchanged between different public sound frequencies known as ‘formants’. The pitches of longer tracheas to sound lower and give exaggerated vancing the power of computer chips. databases, machines, objects, and de- their voices correlate with the animal’s size – just as a impressions of their sizes. By making transistors smaller, manu- vices. Only two chip manufacturers large drum can create a lower pitch because of its This discovery also has potential to shed light on how facturers can fit more on a single chip have used the new 5nm process in their greater surface area, larger animals with longer vocal dinosaurs, the close ancestors of birds and crocodilians, and hence increase its performance ca- operations so far: Taiwan Semiconduc- tracts can create deeper vibrations. communicated as well.Reber and his team were de- pabilities. tor Manufacturing Company (the sup- This comes in useful during mating seasons or when lighted to be the winners of the 2020 Acoustics Ig Nobel Apple has promised that that the chip’s plier of the A14 to chip to Apple), and crocodilians (alligators and crocodiles) are fighting for Prize. CPU, which handles running a wide- Samsung. China’s Semiconductor Man- territory. range of tasks quickly performs up to 40 ufacturing International Corporation Manchester’s very own Andre Geim, the discoverer of Before the team’s research was published, there was no per cent faster than the iPhone 10’s (SMIC) was locked out of accessing the graphene, won the 2000 Ig Nobel Prize in Physics for previous recorded evidence of formants in non-avian A12 chip. The chip’s GPU, which han- technology by the US government, on making a frog levitate using magnets. To this day, Geim reptiles. Reber and his team realised there was an op- dles rendering high-resolution video the basis that the chip may be used by is the only one to have won both the prestigious Nobel portunity to confirm a long-standing belief that crocodil- and photo at the same time, is up to 30 the Chinese military. The restrictions Prize and its spoof equivalent, showing that great sci- ians used formants like most other animals. per cent faster. have damped China’s ambitions to be- ence need not be so serious. The team found a vocal female Chinese alligator which These upgrades mean the iPhone 12 come a leader in micro-electronics. responded reliably to recordings of her own bellows. October 2020 www.mancunianmatters.co.uk 18 BLACK HISTORY MONTH A Wizard of Words Ahisha Ghafoor chats to poet Lemn Sissay... It isn’t often you get to speak to a wizard of words but Lemn Sissay MBE is just that. est things about Manchester is that you can grow as an artist and as a human being.” He regards it as the Born in May 1967, Sissay grew up in an environment that didn’t reflect him. place where he learnt to fly, to heal, and now the city beholds him. His poems are captured around the city He was a British-Ethiopian boy growing up surrounded by racial tensions as he transitioned into adulthood, in the most unexpected of places. which accumulated in the Moss Side riots of 81. I ask him what Manchester means to him, “It’s a place of characters and character,” he says. It was a time of hostility, a sense of otherness, that if you didn’t look a certain way, then for some, you didn’t People and institutions are looking for him to guide them when racial tensions are high after the unjust killings have a right to belong. of Breonna Taylor, George Floyd earlier this year reignited the #BlackLivesMatter movement, and an inter- Stand in this great city national calling for accountability and an end to institutional racism. And say I belong here, I belong “If there is one thing that I have learned through being hurt is that I don’t want to hurt other people, some people I read back the words from ‘Inspire and be Inspired,’ a poem he wrote to commemorate becoming chancellor are trying their best. On all sides of this issue. at the University of Manchester. “I see the good in people and believe that we are trying our best to be our best. People are trying to listen even “Thank you, thank you,” Lemn says raising his hands in a namaste of gratitude. “That’s beautiful for me to if they are finding themselves to be hard of hearing. I think we need to be kind to each other.” hear because they are my words, that I put out, and now you have brought them back to me.” “We should look across our boardrooms and ask how many people of colour are here? It’s really simple, all His latest book ‘My Name is Why?’ shares the tale of him growing up in Wigan, within the harshness of the it is, is a better representation, all the time, everywhere. That goes not just for race, you can learn a lot from British care system that denied him his name. Lemn only came to know of his name aged 15, he learnt that race but there are things beyond that; sexuality, disability, gender, and class… it meant ‘why.’ "The beauty of identity is we can be so many things, I can be black, I can be British, I can be Ethiopian, I can Manchester is where he found answers to this question and forged an identity for himself. “One of the great- be a poet. We can be whoever or whatever we chose to be." Retail and representation: The view from an Ardwick health shop owner By Ben Thompson “There is black heroes that we don’t hear about, unless it’s Health has always been a passion of Raphael Swaby’s, but working for corporations like Holland and the Black Panther movie.” Barrett’s felt ‘too commercial’ for him. In March 2019, he set up ARMR, a health food store located in Beyond this year, Swaby the heart of Ardwick. hopes to engage with the The store is many different things, but for Swaby, it was an opportunity for him to create his idea of ‘what community even more, but the retail should look like.’ long-term plan is to set up This was demonstrated earlier this year, when during the pandemic, ARMR began delivering free plant- stores in cities like Birming- based meals to the elderly and isolated residents living in Ardwick, Longsight, Gorton and other ham, Liverpool and Leeds. areas of South Manchester. “I don’t want them to be set up “There’s a niche to what we do, in that we make Jamaican plant-based foods,” he said. “And we were in the affluent areas though,” hearing stories at the start of lockdown about people who were looking for food and couldn’t get any- he said. “I want them to be in thing that suited them culturally.” areas like Ardwick, where we It’s important for Swaby that the cultural element of ARMR is not forgotten. can provide options and “There’s a huge problem in the black and ethnic minority community where, once they change to a space to people who are vegan diet, the options are limited. It is important for me that people can still identify with their culture making their own products. through our food,” he said. “If you have a dream, it’s hard ARMR is now looking to host workshops for Black History Month and have put out calls for inspiring to get it out there. You can’t people to help ‘facilitate education on black British history.’ approach the manager in a big store and get your product out on the shelf. I want to showcase local Swaby wants the workshops to shine a light on the “positive side” of black history: “I was only talent.” taught about slavery. There are positives to black history, like our contributions to medicine and math- Anybody interested in learning more about ARMR can find them on Facebook (ARMR Store) and on ematics. Instagram (@armrstore). October 2020 wwww.mancunianmatters.co.uk BLACK HISTORY MONTH 19 Remembering Ethnicity fifillters on dating apps raise questions Manchester’s about romantic discrimination role in African independence By Harri Thomas Manchester is commemorating a key mo- ment in the history of decolonisation with a series of events around the 75th anniver- sary of the fifth Pan-African Congress. The series of online workshops and seminars launched yesterday (October 15), will be run- ning through to October 18— 75 years on from the first event at Chorlton-on-Medlock Town Hall. Renowned writers, historians and performers are taking part to shed light on this largely for- gotten chapter of Manchester’s storied past, connecting it to present day issues of over- coming racism in Britain and across the world. Professor Ola Uduku from Manchester Metropolitan University, curating events through PAC@75, said: “This is a fantastic opportunity to mark and celebrate this historic event which has such strong Manchester links. By Jacklin Kwan dating platforms with 11 million active users combined – have said After Black Lives Matter protests shook cities across the world, dat- that they have opted to continue giving users the option to filter by ing application Grindr opted to remove its ‘ethnicity filter’, sparking a ethnicity. major debate about romantic discrimination in the digital age. Dating application conglomerate Match group, argued in a statement In a Twitter post on June 1, Grindr pledged to remove settings that by spokesperson Justine Sacco: “In many cases we’ve been asked allow users to filter profiles by ethnicity – a change that was seen as to create filters for minorities that would otherwise not find each long overdue by many people online. other.” However, many have also expressed opposition to the update, stat- Mr Sacco continued that it was important to give people the ability to ing that applications should respect the ‘preferences’ of individual find others with similar upbringings and cultural experiences, creat- users. ing “safe spaces, free from discrimination.” “Given Manchester’s status today there’s that Opposition has also included those who believe black and minority Match group owns platforms such as Tinder, Match.com, OkCupid, continuing thread of its link to multiculturalism ethnic users require the filter to create a ‘safe space’ – a means of Hinge and PlentyOfFish. and its support for workers and indeed, jus- avoiding potentially racist attitudes when finding partners online. For Black History Month, online dating giant Bumble has also re- tice and civil rights for all. Many express that Grindr’s commitment falls short of their obliga- sponded to recent pressures to increase racial inclusivity, launching “The issues that were being asked for in 1945 tions to combat racism on its platform. Profiles that state ‘no asians’ the #MyLoveIsBlackLove campaign. are not miles away from what we’re asking for and ‘no blacks’ are commonplace, state many users. Teaming up with Metallic and leading British celebrities and en- today.” Controversies around racial discrimination in dating applications trepreneurs, ‘my love is black love’ aims to share reflections on love The congress in 1945 brought together 200 have been longstanding. Data has shown that black and minority from 31 black British people for every day of the month. attendees from across the world, including ethnic profiles are rated as less attractive by other users. Dating applications have seen their user bases grow significantly delegations from Africa, America, the “It sometimes feels like I am either not desired or just a fetish,” said over the past five years. Research from Imperial has found that over Caribbean and Asia. It was an important mo- John (pseudonym), a 23-year-old teacher in London. half of UK couples will meet their partner online by 2035 if trends ment in accelerating campaigns for indepen- “Some guys just randomly message me like, ‘I love BBC, black guys continue. dence. make me crazy.’” Effort to tackle racial discrimination on the online dating market will Professor Hakim Adi, an expert on the history prove pivotal to the love lives of people in the coming years. of the African diaspora in Britain, highlights Other dating sites were dragged into the mix. Hinge and OkCupid – the unique moment when the congress was Black History Month essential reads... held. He said: “Of course it was about people of African heritage, but it was also about op- pressed people of the world. Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People come racism. This moving autobiography cope Justyce begins a journal to Dr Martin “Fascism had been defeated and people About Race by Reni Eddo-Lodge shows us Angelou transition from a withdrawn Luther King in a search of solace. A police were looking forward to a new world; a new Reni explores gender, class and race in child to a confident woman. IKWTCBS is a shootout finds Justyce under attack after a kind of world.” Britain. Explore the untold history of Black gripping and honest look at the racial prejudice media fallout. This is definitely the type of book Britain and France, the old colonial powers, people in Britain. A powerful in the US during the 1930s and 40s. to get young people thinking as well as adults had been devastated by the Second World read on what it is like to be and touches upon themes that are prevalent in War. a person of colour in Britain. The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas society today. The sequel Dear Justyce has Two new superpowers had emerged: the Personally, this is one of my Starr is a young black girl attending a predomi- recently been published. United States and the Soviet Union—both favourite reads. It gives you nantly white prestigious school. Starr becomes were opposed to the old colonial order. the insight you wouldn’t part of a national news story after she wit- Loud Black Girls: 20 Black Women Writers The changed international circumstances, necessarily find anywhere nesses her friend being shot by a police offi- Ask: What's Next? by Elizabeth Uviebinené manifesting at the newly-formed United Na- else, it shocked me to find cer. The Hate U Give is a compelling novel and Yomi Adegoke about a teenage girl’s brave battle for justice. Authors Elizabeth Uviebinené and Yomi Ade- tions, created the backdrop for the Manch- out how little I knew. For ester congress to take place. me, this is a must read for A line that resonates the most with me is goke ask 20 Black British female writers to “What's the point of having a voice if you're focus on what the future holds in our current But alongside its internationalist ambitions, anyone and everyone who gonna be silent in those moments you should- climate whist there is also more opportunities the first session of the congress was about wants to understand race n't be?” I recommend this to anyone who for black women to thrive. The authors give racism in Britain. relations in Britain. wants to understand black teenagers and their Black women the voice and platform to share Now, 75 years on, racism in Britain is still I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings by Maya fights for justice. their insightful stories. Again, this is a good being discussed. Angelou read to really understand what the world is like Professor Adi said: “These problems are still Maya Angelou’s autobiography about her Dear Martin by Nic Stone for a British Black woman. “We are defiant, with us today: whether in Britain, the US, in childhood, from the tender age of three to her Justyce McAllister is an Ivy League student, bolder and unapologetic with a promise to be France or wherever.” teens. She writes about how the love of litera- despite this he faces the scorn of his former greater than our foremothers who came before A full list of PAC@75 events can be viewed at ture and strength of character can help over- peers or the ridicule of his new classmates, to us.” www.mmu.ac.uk/pac75 October 2020 www.mancunianmatters.co.uk 20 SPORT Summer signings rated: How did Guardiola and Solskjaer do in the transfer window? By Tasnim Chowhury Now that the summer transfer window has closed, here is our round up of United and City’s transfers. Manchester United IN: Donny van de Beek. Dutch Midﬁelder. Signed from Ajax for £35m. Facundo Pellistri. Uruguayan right winger. Signed from Club Atletico Penarol for £9m. Alex Telles. Brazilian leftback. Signed from Porto for £13.50m. Edinson Cavani. Uruguayan Striker. Free Seasons greetings: How do Agent. United have also agreed to sign winger Amad Diallo, who will join the team in Jan uary. Dean Henderson returned to join the ﬁrst United and City’s starts compare? team after his loan to Sheﬃeld United. OUT: Chris Smalling and Alexis Sánchez made loan moves permanent at Roma and Inter Milan respectively. Andreas Pereira By Tasnim Chowhury former manager Mourinho’s Spurs side, Wolves, with goals from De Bruyne, Foden despite the Reds winning a penalty in the and Jesus. New signing Nathan Ake made was loaned to Lazio and Diogo Dalot was After a wild start to the season, the inter- second minute, scored by Fernandes. his City debut as well as Ferran Torres who loaned to AC Milan. national break has allowed us to take a Drama also included United being a man was subbed on in the 82nd minute. moment and take stock of the action so Mancunian Matters rating: 3/5 down with Martial getting a red card in the Against Leicester City, the Manchester side far. 28th minute. This was the Reds’ biggest suffered a disastrous 2-5 loss at home. Even Manchester City Manchester United and Manchester City defeat in the Premier League since 2011. though Mahrez put City ahead in the 4th IN: began the league with a lack of a preseason With United conceding in every match, man- minute against his former team, City’s catas- Ferran Torres. Spanish right winger. Signed and a game in hand, after starting a week ager Ole Gunnar Solskjær could possibly be trophic defensive mishap allowed Leicester late to this season’s Premier League. from Valencia for £20.70m. looking at Dean Henderson to play Premier to win three penalties. Nathan Ake also Manchester United League matches following De Gea’s blun- scored his first goal for City. Rúben Dias. Portuguese centreback. Manchester United began their campaign at ders. City’s third Premier League match saw Signed from Benﬁca for £61.20m. home with a disappointing 1-3 defeat against As of Premier League week 4, Manchester Guardiola’s side draw 1-1 against recently Nathan Aké. Dutch centreback. Signed Crystal Palace despite holding 76% posses- United are in 16th position with 3 points and a promoted Leeds, despite Sterling’s 17th sion. However, United fans will have been goal difference of -6. minute goal putting City in the lead. Statistics from Bournemouth for £40.77m. pleased to see van de Beek scoring on his With new signings and Dean Henderson show Leeds held 52.1% position and had 7 Goalkeeper Zack Steﬀan returned from debut. returning, it will be interesting to see how shots on target compared to City’s 2 shots on loan at Düsseldorf, following Claudio United’s first win in the league ended 2-3 United continue their journey this season and target. Bravo’s move to Real Betis. against Brighton. The match was a contro- whether they will remain a top-4 side. City fans will be questioning if this is Guardi- versial one as United were awarded a Manchester City ola’s last season as the manager is yet to OUT: David Silva to Real Sociedad. Sané penalty after Maupay’s handball, despite the Manchester City began their campaign with- decide on his future. moved to Bayern Munich. Nicolás Ota referee blowing the full-time whistle, turning out record goal scorer Sergio Aguero as well As of Premier League week 4, Manchester mendi to Benﬁca. Angeliño returned to RP the match from a draw into a United win. as multiple first team players who were out City are in 14th position with 4 points. United’s goal scorers included Rashford and Leipzig on loan. Claudio Bravo to Real due to injuries or COVID-19. As many of City’s key players return and new Fernandes. City’s first Premier League match saw the players come in, will the former champions Betis. United’s third match was a 6-1 loss against blue side of Manchester in a 3-1 win against return to their winning ways? Mancunian Matters rating: 3.5/5 Final round for 94-year-old Salford golf course as developer takes over Salford City Mayor, Paul Dennett, had given his back- By Harri Thomas ing to protect the historic site. A 94-year-old golf club in Salford with 290 members He said: “I would again now urge the owners of the closed on September 30, citing the financial situation golf course to look at the opportunity for the sale of the brought about by lockdown restrictions. course to allow its continued operation as a golf Swinton Park Golf and Country Club, located off the A580, course.” was subject to a £10m bid from a housing company. Swinton Park almost folded in 2017 before a group of Your Housing Group dropped the bid after a report com- members, led by Alan Nuttall, invested £1.235m into missioned by Salford City Council said that golf at the site the club, acquiring shares to take it over. was viable. Alan Nuttall, speaking with the Manchester Evening A statement on the club’s website said: “Swinton Park Golf News, said that the club was now losing £10,000 a Club has not been sold and the decision to close the club month, disputing the conclusions of the council-com- and course has not been taken lightly. missioned golf viability survey. “We know closure will come as a blow to many people, the He stressed the significant effect that a ban on social staff and board included – it is a step not taken lightly and gatherings and functions has had on the club’s in- not without regret.” come. October 2020 wwww.mancunianmatters.co.uk SPORT 21 Back of the net! MM’s ‘It’s been a crazy six months!’ guide to where to catch live football this weekend... By Harri Thomas The resurgence in Covid19 cases has paused plans to roll out the scheme to bring fans back to the stands in the Football League. Even with tightening restrictions, there are still ways to get a live football fix—and at the same time give local clubs vital support. Clubs at step three and below in the footballing pyramid—that is the seventh tier—can permit up to 600 spectators, while observing all other national and regional Covid19 guidelines. So wrap up and get yourself some Northern Pre mier League (NPL) action this weekend. Ashton United can trace its roots back to 1878. The Robins have continuously played at the same ground for 140 years, one of football’s oldest sur viving venues (pic below). Being located in Tame side, a hotbed of nonleague clubs, ensures there’s plenty of local derbies. NPL Premier Division fixture with Mickleover Sports MM meets the MMA fifigghter who’s opened his own gym (and battled cancer!) during lockdown on October 17 at 3pm. Adults £10; concessions £6 ; under 12s £1. Atherton Collieries was formed by miners in the By Harri Thomas from EnterprisingYou, a Greater Manchester Com- was from fighting. town of Atherton in 1916. After winning Division An MMA fighter and personal trainer has opened bined Authority scheme, funded by the Department An operation to remove the growth confirmed that it One West in 2018–19, the Colls will be looking to Salford’s newest gym—all while battling a bout for Education. was cancerous. He started a course of treatment at return to winning ways after sitting in 21st—albeit of cancer. The scheme provides free business advice for small The Christie, a cancer treatment centre in south with several games in hand—when last season was Emile Vujakovic, 26, from Salford, opened his new business owners and the self-employed of the re- Manchester. abandoned. gym in Trafford Park after work dried-up during lock- gion. Nick Langley, a business coach at Enterpris- In between managing the new gym and attending NPL Premier Division fixture with Stalybridge Celtic down. ingYou helped Vujakovic build the business model radiotherapy appointments, he remains dedicated to on October 17 at 3pm. Ace Conditioning opened for personal trainers on and acted as a sounding board. his training. Adults £8; concessions £5; 1217 £3; under 12s free September 1 and classes began on October 1. Vujakovic said: “I didn’t jump in blind. Everything “I want to be a world-class athlete, who’s got a with an adult. Only available at the turnstile. “In a weird way, if it wasn’t for Covid, I wouldn’t have was thought of as much as possible. world-class facility in his hometown. Formed in reaction to Malcolm Glazer’s takeover to had my own place,” said Vujakovic. “It’s been a crazy six months of my life, but it’s all When the Prime Minister announced a national lock- coming together now.” down in March, Vujakovic went from non-stop work- Enterprising You, the business advice scheme that ing and training to nothing overnight. helped Vujakovic, currently has 400 clients and pro- Last December he was preparing to sign a pro-con- vides 93 different training and development provi- tract as an MMA fighter. He has won his last five sions. fights and is ranked ninth in the UK & Ireland Ama- Andy Mather, team leader of EnterprisingYou, en- teur Middleweight class. courages people to access its free advice. His last fight on February 29 pitted him against Jor- He said: “The diverse range of business coaches dan O’Neill. that we’ve got, there’s something really for every- But the lockdown led to a four-month closure of body.” gyms and they were not permitted to reopen until Asked about what advice he had for others, Vu- July. jakovic stressed the importance of a support bubble “It gave me time to set-up… like actually plan out all of friends and family. the rubbish stuff that goes into setting up your own Vujakovic said: “Do your research and make sure place,” said Vujakovic. BATTLES: Salford MMA fighter Emile Vujakovic you know what you’re doing before you sign any- Vujakovic was on holiday recovering from a fight thing. Manchester United in 2005, F.C. United of Manch when the idea of owning his own gym was planted. “If I hadn’t had the support of Nick, then I would’ve “If you’ve got support and you’ve got the drive and ester embodies a new type of club ownership and He’d written it off at the time because he simply had been second guessing myself all the time.” the motivation and you’re gonna work at it, then you He signed a lease on a site in Trafford Park and can do it.” governance. It is the largest fanowned football club no time. in the country by number of members, and regu “Once Boris said we couldn’t do anything and I was began decorating, bringing in equipment and hiring “Sometimes I think ‘Wow, I can’t believe I’ve done personal trainers. this’.” larly receives high attendances at Broadhurst Park getting up every day not doing anything, I thought: in Moston. ‘This is the time to do it’.” While all of this was happening, Vujakovic discov- Visit Ace Conditioning’s website to find out more: ered a growth on a saliva gland, which he thought aceconditioning.com NPL Premier Divison fixture with Stafford Rangers He got a loan from his bank and accessed advice on October 17 at 3pm. Adults £12; concessions £7; under 18s £3. Must be New signing Cavani set to miss Newcastle clash bought in advance via the website or by phone. Radcliffe FC got back into the Premier Division last season after playoff glory. Five games into the new By Chris Pickles There are exemptions for elite sport stars, but since Cavani was a free season and they’re sitting in midtable with an away New signing Edison Cavani is set to miss Manchester United’s upcom agent and not part of a sports bubble, he must enter quarantine. fixture at leaders Warrington Town this Saturday. ing game against Newcastle on Saturday, due to coronavirus quaran They play host to Gainsborough Trinity the follow tine restrictions. ing weekend. Cavani arrived into the UK from France on October 4, which requires NPL Premier Division fixture with Gainsborough Trinity on October 24 at 3pm. him to quarantine until Sunday, under Government rules. Adults £10; concessions £7; under 18s £3. Manchester United brought Cavani in on a free transfer to bolster their Stalybridge Celtic play out of Bower Fold in Tame attack after the club’s poor start to the season. side. Simon Haworth, the Welshman at the helm, The news may come as a blow to United manager Ole Gunnar Solskjær, will be hoping for a quick turnaround in the club’s who will be keen for his club to bounce back after their 61 loss to Tot fortunes this season. They currently foot the table tenham last weekend. with just one point from four games. Their next This means that the Uruguayan striker will potentially make his debut home fixture is on October 24. against his former club Paris StGermain in the Champion’s League on The 33yearold scored 138 goals in 200 games for PSG, and Solskjær NPL Premier Division fixture with Basford United on Tuesday October 20. will be hoping that Cavani will turn the club’s fortunes around after a October 24 a 3pm. Under the UK Government’s coronavirus restrictions, travellers entering rocky start. Adults £10; concessions £6; under 17s £2. the UK from France must selfisolate for 14 days. SPORT @MM_newsonline www.mancunianmatters.co.uk Rashford: From local legend to national hero Sale season over after Sharks forfeit must-win match By Chris Pickles Sale Sharks were forced to forfeit their mustwin game against Worcester Warriors last Wednesday, after an outbreak of COVID19 within the club. The Premiership decided on Wednesday October 8 to cancel the By Chris Pickles shawe, never did I think I would be accepting an MBE.” game, depriving Sale of the opportunity to win the match and po During the summer, he campaigned against the Government’s tentially qualify for the playoﬀs. Manchester United’s Marcus Rashford scored for England decision to end free school meal vouchers, forcing the Govern The decision meant that the Sharks were unable to reach the against Belgium last Sunday, just days after receiving an MBE ment to pull a Uturn and allow the scheme to continue. playoﬀs for the Championship, as they ﬁnished the regular sea in the Queen’s Birthday Honours list. In September, he set up a Child Food Poverty Task Force, part son trailing Bath by three points. Rashford started England’s comeback win against Belgium in nering with major UK food brands to reduce child food A club spokesperson said: “This is devastating for Sale Sharks, the the Nation’s League, sending a powerful penalty kick past the poverty. players and staﬀ with Covid19 denying the club the chance to Belgian goalkeeper to equalise. Rashford said: “The ﬁght to protect our most vulnerable chil challenge for the Premiership title at the ﬁnal hurdle.” That came just two days after the striker received an MBE for dren is far from over. The match was originally scheduled for Sunday October 4 but was “Let’s stand together in saying that no children in the UK postponed due to several of Sale’s players and staﬀ testing posi should be going to bed hungry.” tive. Rashford has scored 11 goals for England in 40 appearances, In the following days, eight more Sharks players and staﬀ tested and it looks as though he is integral to manager Gareth South positive for the virus, giving the Premiership no choice but to call oﬀ the game with the Warriors. gate’s plans. It has been alleged that the cause of the outbreak is a nightout After the Belgium match, Southgate praised Rashford and fel after Sale’s comeback victory over Harlequins in lateSeptember’s low goalscorer Mason Mount for their performances. Cup Final. Talking to ITV Sport, Southgate said: “Rashford and Mount The club strongly denies these allegations, stating on Monday were phenomenal with their performances.” that the outbreak was instead caused by a ‘falsenegative’ test However, Rashford was unable to save England from a miser result. able 10 defeat to Denmark on Wednesday September 14, The club spokesperson said: “Sale Sharks and all involved with being replaced in the 72nd minute. the club are determined to come back stronger than ever in time Now, his sights turn to Manchester United’s match against for next season.” Newcastle on Saturday, and to the ﬁght to end child food Premiership Rugby Chief Executive, Darren Childs said: “We his work campaigning to end child hunger in the UK over the poverty. won’t compromise our commitment that matches will only hap past few months. On Thursday, he launched a petition calling on Parliament to pen if it is safe to do so. Taking to Twitter on October 9, Rashford said: “I’m incredibly take action to end child hunger, which reached over 110,000 “Our ﬁrst thoughts are now with those at the club, both players honoured and humbled. As a young black man from Wythen signatures in a day. and management, who have tested positive and we wish them a 
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